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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The deliverable reports the effect of the proposed wind farm control algorithms on the operations
of existing wind farms in terms of energy capture, hardware and communication infrastructure
and power system compliance. Developed control techniques and their application in existing
wind farms is analyzed. The impact of these techniques for grid supporting is also studied.
The purpose of the study is to maximize the energy production, as well as balancing loads
following key performance indicators which evaluate and quantify the performance of the system.
Assumptions from previous tasks combined with selected controller technologies are used to
define the necessary hardware and communication infrastructure for the application of wind farm
control methods developed in WP2. The feasibility of achieving the impact and benefits of the
new controller methods at wind farm level by applying them in existing wind farms is studied.
Simplified dynamic wake meandering models and simulations to evaluate the impact of the
techniques on grid service supporting are used to analyze the impact of the controller on grid
services and the response of the wind farm to power system disturbances for the different
controller strategies.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the deliverable is to report how the proposed wind farm control algorithms affect
the operations of existing wind farms in terms of energy capture, hardware and communication
infrastructure and power system compliance. The report identifies which of the developed
techniques are applicable to existing wind farms, serving as input for future deliverables that will
guide the selection of the most relevant wind farm control scenarios.
The report is structured in seven chapters. The first two chapters summarize and highlight the
objectives to be accomplished and the purpose of the task.
Chapter 3 explains what key performance indicators are and exposes their properties. Then
identifies the stakeholders and their requirements, defines the objectives of the wind farm
controllers and, finally, formulates the KPIs of these.
Chapter 4 summarizes the control methods presented along WP2 with the aim of assessing the
special needs of the developed controller technologies, the ambient conditions such as wind and
farm geometry, and the requirements for improvements in terms of energy capture and hardware
and communication infrastructure. How the operation and the KPIs are affected by the proposed
controller technologies is also analyzed.
Chapter 5 addresses the question: is there potential to increase energy production and reduce
fatigue for existing wind farms by using the wind farm control methods. First the conditions for this
investigation are stated. Then a simplified analysis is presented, that provides a way to find
optimal de-ratings and also shows what results to expect from the induction control method.
Then the example wind farm and the used simulation program SimWindFarm are briefly
presented. Measured fatigue available for SimWindFarm is discussed and the optimal de-ratings
are found via simulation.
Chapter 6 focuses on the impact of the controller technologies on the power system, studying
their effects and the possibility of applying these technologies for supporting the grid. It is
considered that from the developed strategies the de-rating is the one that best fits these
objectives, being the starting point for the analysis. Here the effects of different de-rating
strategies are considered and their advantages and disadvantages are highlighted, setting a
precedent to be developed in future deliverables.
Finally, chapter 7 emphasizes the main achievements, comparing them to the initial objectives of
the deliverable, concluding with the accomplishments of the goals of the report.
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KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS OF WIND FARM MANAGEMENT

3.1 General
A key performance indicator (KPI) is a signal which measures the progress of a system or an
operation and allows evaluating and quantifying its performance. KPIs are used in many industries
and provide the stakeholders with relevant information about the status of the operation and to
make strategic decisions. In the wind industry sector this characteristic makes KPIs an integral part
of the wind farm (WF) management and the decision-making process during the operation and
maintenance (O&M) phase. Literature gives limited information on the topic. The European
Commission conducted a study in 2011 [1] in which four KPIs were investigated and compared in
an on- and offshore case. Further, the maintenance standards [2] [3] give guidance on the KPIs for
general maintenance cases and the corresponding terminology. The Advanced Wind Energy
System Operation and Maintenance Expertise (AWESOME) project wrote a report [4], in the
context of a workshop between industry and academic partners, which presents the properties of
the KPIs, their classification and their value to O&M activities.
This chapter builds on the findings of the paper from Elena Gonzalez et al. [5], which presents a
condensed and updated version of the results of the report and reviews the major existing KPIs
for WF operation. This chapter is structured into different sections; the first section specifies the
characteristics of a KPI and defines the properties which an indicator must present. The following
section identifies and describes the different stakeholders of the WF management. A specific
focus is laid on the individual information requirements of the stakeholders to make strategic
decisions. Further, the objectives of the wind farm controllers are discussed and compared with
the stakeholder requirements and under respect of the presented properties the KPIs are
formulated.

3.2 The properties of a KPI
The industry has a strong interest in the identification of the KPI properties as they provide
information about the characteristics and the quality of the indicators. Table 1 gives an overview
of the seven properties presented in [4].
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Table 1. Properties of key performance indicators [4]

Property

Explanation

Relevance

The relevance of a KPI is the most important
property because the indicator must allow the
stakeholder to make an important decision and
have enough weight and valuable information
to cause a change.
A clear definition of the KPI is important such
that it is exactly determined what is being
observed and how.
It must be possible to express the KPI in a
quantitative or a qualitative way, which means
that it can be a numerical value like costs or a
categorical statement like “WF is running ok”.
The stakeholder can use the KPI to compare
different WF with each other which have a
different layout, size and location.
The KPI must be traceable over time to track
the development of the project. The timescale
(hourly, yearly, etc.) can vary depending on the
indicator.
The KPIs must be standardized to prevent
individual interpretation and promote the
benchmarking between different WF.
The Goal is to define a minimal set of KPIs
which give a complete picture of the whole WF
(on-and offshore) and are easy to understand.
Their observations are allowed to be
overlapping.

Specific

Measurable

Comparability

Traceable over time

Standardised

Minimal set

In summary, an effective KPI is relevant, specific, measurable, comparable, traceable over time
and standardised.

3.3 Identification of Stakeholders and their requirements
The operation phase of a WF brings together different stakeholders which need different
information on the status of the asset to plan and adapt their strategies during the O&M phase.
Their fields of interest lie in different areas and can cover regulatory, economical, technical and
safety aspects. In this section the stakeholders are presented and their information requirements
are listed in Table 2. As the required information of most of the stakeholders is often overlapping
they were classified into five different categories: performance, reliability, maintenance, finances,
and safety. The presented information is a summary of the findings of [4] and [5].
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The Wind Farm Operator aims to maximise the revenue of the WF through a maximisation of the
energy production which he tries to ensure throughout the lifetime of the WF.
The Investor, who can also be a bank, partially or completely owns the WF. He follows the same
goal as the WF operator and is interested in an efficient energy production.
The Maintenance service provider (MSP) is often the original equipment manufacturer (OEM)
and takes care of the maintenance services throughout the lifetime. The wind turbine availability
warranty plays a very important role for the MSP because it defines the percentage of time in
which the MSP assures the WF’s availability. If the MSP does not comply to the agreement he has
to pay a compensation to the wind farm operator. He aims to reduce the time and cost of the
maintenance operations and to perform the maintenance tasks in a safe and efficient manner.
The Insurance provider covers the cost of harmful incidents during the operational phase of the
WF. This can comprise damages due to storms or fire of WT or equipment, spare part costs, loss of
revenue, damage to third party property, environmental damage as well as thefts and malicious
actions. The insurance is therefore interested in low risks concerning health status, failures and
HSE aspects.
The Utility and Grid Operator aims for a maximization of the revenue from the integration of the
power into the grid and at the same time needs to assure the stability of the grid during the wind
power integration.
The government, the public and the end user constitute the last group which combines the
stakeholder who are not technically involved in the operation of a WF. The public opinion and
political decisions have a big influence on the profitability of the wind industry, their support and
subsidies affect the economy of a project. The government has the task to assure the compliance
of the wind industry with the laws and regulations and if necessary react with penalties. The
public expects the protection of the environment and a minimal impact of the wind plant on the
quality of life of adjacent living communities. The end user expects competitive prices of energy to
other sources.
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Table 2. Categorisation of the stakeholder requirements [4] [5]; R: Stakeholder requirement, S:
Stakeholder

R

Performance
S

Efficiency

Future
expectations
Production

Production
losses

Wind Farm
Operator, Investor,
Utility and Grid
Operator,
Government,
Public and End
user
Wind Farm
Operator, Investor,
Utility and Grid
Operator
Wind Farm
Operator, Investor,
Utility and Grid
Operator,
Government,
Public and End
user
Wind Farm
Operator, Investor,
Utility and Grid
Operator

Reliability
R

R

Failure
history

MSP, Insurance
provider, Utility and
Grid Operator

Component
cost

Wind Farm
Operator, Investor,
MSP

Fatigue

MSP

Failure
history

Health
status

Wind Farm
Operator, Investor,
MSP, Insurance
provider, Utility and
Grid Operator

Logistics

Wind Farm
Operator, Investor,
MSP, Insurance
provider
Wind Farm
Operator, MSP

Loads

Wind Farm
Operator, Investor,
MSP

Maintenanc
e hours

MSP

Remaining
lifetime

Wind Farm
Operator,
Investor, MSP

Maintenanc
e
restrictions

MSP

Finances
R

Safety
S

R

S

Environment
al issues

Government, Public
and End user

Current
asset value

Wind Farm
Operator, Investor,
MSP
Wind Farm
Operator, Investor

Health &
Safety
environment

Debts &
Profits

Wind Farm
Operator, Investor

Safety
indicators

MSP, Insurance
provider,
Government, Public
and End user
MSP, Insurance
provider,
Government, Public
and End user

Risks and
insurance

Wind Farm
Operator, Investor,
Insurance provider
Government,
Public and End
user
Wind Farm
Operator, Investor

Component
cost

Subsidies
Unnecessary
cost

Maintenance
S

S
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3.4 Objectives of the wind farm controllers
The close grouping of wind turbines (WT) within a WF causes interference effects between the
individual turbines. The wakes formed by the rotor induce a momentum defect and an increased
level of turbulence intensity (TI). This leads to a reduction of the power output and increased
component loads on the following WTs standing in the wake. The high TI can cause significant
damage due to increased fatigue and dynamic loads. To reduce the loads on these turbines
current wind farm controller technologies, aim to redirect the wake such that it goes past the
downwind turbines, to derate the free stream turbine to reduce its wake or to enhance wake
mixing in order to guarantee a faster recovery of the turbine wake. No matter the method, the
goal is to reduce fatigue and dynamic loads on the in-wake WT and its components. This serves to
assure a longer lifetime of the individual WTs and to reduce maintenance activities and costs. On
the other hand the control technology e.g. the yaw controller will increase the actuator duty cycle
(ADC) of the yaw system of the turbine. This can lead to an increased failure rate of these
components. A yawed turbine is also prone to higher periodic loads.
The closed-loop technology connects the controllers of the individual turbines within a WF over a
supercontroller. This allows the individual controllers to interact with each other such that an
optimisation of the power output of the entire WF can be reached. The maximization of the
production of the individual turbine is secondary. The power loss of some turbines is accepted for
the benefit of others and thus of the entire WF. This has the consequence that the wind farm
operator who is normally interested to agree with the MSP on a warranty with a defined
availability for every individual WT will now need to set availability for the entire WF. The concept
of WTs which bear more loads implies that also the maintenance work for these machines will
increase. As a consequence, the MSP can tolerate these downtimes as long as the agreed
availability of the WF is met without having to pay compensation to the operator. It follows that in
the case of a closed-loop concept the reliability of the turbines (the fatigue loads and the failure
history) become of greater concern to the wind farm operator than with a common controller
concept.
To track the performance of an installed control technology over time the power output, the
loads, the failure history and the maintenance activities need to be observed.

3.5 Formulation of the KPIs
In the wind industry different indicators are used for the categories formulated in section 3.3.
Elena Gonzalez et al. [5] performed an extensive review of these indicators and assessed them in
respect of the properties defined in section 3.2. This chapter will give a compact overview of the
Copyright CL-Windcon Contract No. 727477
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different indicators, together with the KPI properties, summarized in Table 3. The presented KPIs
are shortly described below. More detailed descriptions can be found in the indicated references.
KPIs for the “Safety” category were not included in this section. For KPIs which help to track the
safety of the system and the personnel, it is referred to the work of H. Seyr and M. Muskulus
about safety indicators for marine operations in the installation and operating phase of an
offshore wind farm [6] and to M. Sedgwick et al. from Scottish Power describing KPIs for the
management of major hazard risks [7].
In Table 3 the checkmark means that the property applies to the indicator, the crossmark means
that the property does not apply to the indicator and the asterisk means that the property does
not yet apply to the indicator but that the indicator can be modified as such that the property is
fulfilled.
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Standard

Traceable in time

Comparable

Measurable

Specific

Relevant

Table 3. List of KPIs of wind farm management including their properties [4] [5]

Performance
Time-based availability (%)











X

Energy-based availability (%)





-





X

MTBF & Failure rate (%)











 *

MTTR & Repair rate (%)











 *

MTTF











 *

Interventions per WT







 *



 *

Corrective maintenance (%)











 *

Schedule compliance (%)











 *

Overtime jobs (%)











 *

Labour costs vs. TMC (%)











 *

TMC vs. AMB (%)











 *

OPEX













EBIDTA margin













LLCR













DSCR (historical & expected)













LCOE













Reliability

Maintenance

Finance

Time-based availability (%) [8]
Describes the ratio of the time in which the turbine is available and the total time.
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Energy-based availability (%) [9] [10]
Describes the ratio of the real energy production and the actual energy which is available during
this time.
Mean time between failures (MTBF) & Failure rate [3]
Defined as the ratio between the total operational hours and the number of failures of the
component or WF in question. The inverse of the MTBF gives the failure rate.
Mean time to repair (MTTR) & Repair rate [3]
Describes the mean time to put the WT back to a functional state. The inverse of the MTTR is the
repair rate.
Mean time to failure (MTTF) [3]
The MTTF expresses the MTBF of the unique failure of a non-repairable component which is
replaced after the failure.
Number of interventions [11] [12] [13] [14] [15]
Describes the number of maintenance activities necessary to keep a WT in a good and functional
state. It includes scheduled and unplanned interventions.
Corrective Maintenance (%) [11] [12] [13] [14] [15]
Describes the ratio of the unplanned maintenance actions and the total number of all actions.
Schedule compliance (%) [5] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15]
Describes the ratio of the scheduled maintenance tasks completed on time and the total number
of tasks.
Overtime jobs (%) [5] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15]
Describes the ratio between the overtime working hours of the maintenance worker and the total
planned working hours.
Labour costs vs. total maintenance costs (TMC) (%) [11] [12] [13] [14] [15]
Defined as the ratio between the personnel costs and the TMC. The percentage indicates the
effectiveness of the performed maintenance activity.
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Total annual maintenance (TMC) cost vs. annual maintenance budget (AMB) (%) [11] [12] [13]
[14] [15]
Describes the ratio between the TMC and the AMB and informs about the effectiveness of the
yearly maintenance planning.
Operational expenditures (OPEX) [16]
OPEX describes the current expenditures during the operating phase e.g. costs for operating the
site, planned and unscheduled maintenance.
Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization (EBITDA) margin [17]
Describes the net-earnings of the wind project and displays its current operating profitability.
Loan Life Coverage Ratio (LLCR) [17]
The LLCR describes the ratio between the net present value (NPV) of the money available to repay
a debt and the amount of the outstanding debt.
Debt-Service Coverage Ratio (DSCR) [17]
The DSCR describes the ratio between the net-operating-income and the debt obligations
(interest, principal, lease payments).
Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE) [1]
LCOE determines the cost per unit of electricity (kWh, MWh, etc.) to recoup the initial investment.
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BASIC CONDITIONS FOR ENERGY CAPTURE AND FATIGUE
IMPROVEMENTS

The aim of this section is to assess the special needs of the controller technologies developed in
the project, the wind farm geometry and general wind conditions under which it is possible to
achieve relevant energy and fatigue improvements by means of the controller, as a way to analyse
their feasibility vis-à-vis current wind farm technology. In order to do so, each controller
technology will be briefly described, its sensor, computing and communications needs listed, and
the potential benefits of each and their impact on overall energy and fatigue commented.
The baseline controller has been defined in deliverable 2.1. Although current wind turbine control
practice varies from one manufacturer to another, the basic principles are well established and,
turbines are typically equiped with the following sensors:


One generator speed sensor, or a sensorless generator speed estimation provided by the
converter



One nacelle-mounted anemometer



One nacelle-mounted vane



One cable twist counter, which provides a very rough yaw angle measurement



Possibly x and y tower-top accelerometers



Possibly, but rather unlikely, blade-root load sensors

Turbines also provide the following control handles:


Generator torque demand



Blade pitch angle demand, often individual



Rotor brake



Yaw brake



Yaw drive contactor

Generator power and speed control are usually carried out solely on the basis of generator speed
data, via variation of the collective blade pitch angle and generator torque demands.
Computational needs are rather modest, and they are dominated by the following control
elements, which are typically run approximately every 10 ms:


One linear regulator + filters for torque
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One linear regulator + filters + gain schedule look-up table for pitch



One torque look-up table for below-rated operation



Possibly torque to pitch and pitch to torque contributions (these are also filters)



Possibly one optimum pitch angle look-up table

Yaw control is simpler and is often run at longer, multi-second intervals. It uses a wind vane
located downwind. In this way, the vane can give an estimate of the current turbine misalignment,
but does not give information on the absolute nacelle orientation. Yaw motors with a yaw-rate
are used for yaw manoeuvres. When the yaw error indicated by said data exceeds a threshold, the
yaw brake is released and the yaw drive contactor is activated to reduce said error. The contactor
is the deactivated and the yaw brake activated again.
The baseline yaw control is composed by:


One fast low pass filter (1s)



One slow low pass filter (60s)



One integrator



Two comparators

Finally, the anemometer is usually used only for automatic start-up and shut-down based on wind
speed. This is also done at long intervals, with suitable averaging, and simply based on the cut-in
and cut-out wind speeds.
Turbine-farm communications exist, for high-level commands and data gathering. These are
however not necessarily very fast or capacious, since sub-second command cycles are
unnecessary and data are typically averaged over 10 minute windows.
Extra control features are now common, such as droop-curves or synthetic inertia for primary
frequency control, or power limitation for curtailment. The computational and communication
needs of said features are, however, negligible.

4.1 Requirements and conditions tables
The following tables show the hardware and communication needs for each strategy from
deliverables from WP2 and deliverable 3.3, and the improvements they involve in energy, fatigue,
ancillary services and reliability. These requirements consist of:
 Necessary hardware, such as sensors for measuring.
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 Computation necessities: estimators, look-up tables, models...
 Communication: necessary inputs to make the strategy work, e.g. a setpoint or a trigger
Layout and wind define the necessary conditions in which the strategy can be used to enable
improvements. A hyphen in the correspondent gap of both conditions means there is no
improvement in that field for that strategy. Three options are possible for the layout:


Any: if any geometry is possible (e.g. single turbine)



2D: if a two dimensional layout is necessary because strategies affect to the interaction
among turbines. This includes wind farms where location of turbines in axis x and y must
be defined.



Complex: if wake calculations are involved. Wakes depend on location (x,y,z) and time
instant to calculate how turbines affect the wakes and vice versa.

Wind conditions are simpler, only the speed or turbulence factors are taken into account. In this
gap the conditions where the strategy improves are:


Any: if the strategy can be applied in a whole range of wind speeds.



Low/high speed: if it is only applicable to below/above rated wind speeds.



Variable turbulence: if varying turbulence values are necessary to use the strategy.

Table 5 defines the effect of each strategy in the KPIs. An increase in time or energy availability
supposes an improvement in performance. If fatigue is reduced or reliability improved, failure and
repair ratios would decrease while the mean time to failure increases, improving reliability.
Consequently maintenance actions would be reduced. Finances mainly depend on the
performance, related to energy production, and maintenance and operation costs. Increasing the
first one or decreasing the second would improve finances, so that is what defines if a strategy is
applicable to existing wind farms. All this is expressed with signs +/- coloured in red and green.
The sign represents the change in the value of the KPI, plus if increases and minus if decreases.
The colour implies the connotation, green if the change is positive or advantageous and red if it is
negative or a disadvantageous. A blank gap means that the strategy does not affect to the
indicator.
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4.2 Minimal loading wind turbine de-rating strategy and active yaw
controllers (D2.1)
Table 1 encompasses summary of the requirements and conditions of strategies from deliverable
2.1. These factors of each strategy are more deeply explained in the subsections below. Table 5
shows in a simply way the effects of the strategies in the KPIs. Further reasoning and explanations
on the effects is provided just below the table.
Table 4. Minimal loading wind turbine de-rating strategy and active yaw controllers

Requirements

Conditions

Stategies
Sensors
Active de-

None

rating

Computing

Comms

2 extra 1D look-

1 de-rating

up tables

setpoint

strategies for
active power

Improvement

Layout

Wind

Energy

2D

Any

Fatigue

Any

Any

Ancillary

Any

Any

Reliability

Any

Any

Energy

2D

Low

control

Active de-

None

rating

2 extra 1D look-

1 de-rating

up tables

setpoint

strategies for

speed
Fatigue

Any

Any

Ancillary

Any

Any

Reliability

Any

Any

Energy

-

-

Fatigue

Any

Any

filters

Ancillary

-

-

2 trigonometric

Reliability

-

-

wake control

Active yaw

Blade root

3 extra linear

1 yaw

control

moments

regulators

misalignment

2 extra linear

setpoint

transformations
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Requirements

Conditions

Stategies
Sensors
Combination
of down-

None

Computing

Comms

Wind speed

1 de-rating

estimator

setpoint

regulation

Improvement

Layout

Wind

Energy

2D

Any

Fatigue

Any

Any

Any

Any

Any

Any

1 yaw

and yaw

misalignment Ancillary

control

setpoint

Reliability

The next table, Table 5, shows the effects of the strategies in key performance indicators
Table 5. Effects on KPIs of strategies from D2.1

wake control

Combination
of downregulation
and yaw
control

Reliability

+
+

+
+

+

+
+

Maintenance

-

-

-

-

Finance

+

+

+

+

De-rating
strategies for
active power
control
Performance

Active derating
strategies for

Active yaw
control

Derating strategies for active power control, active derating strategies for wake control and the
combination of down-regulation and yaw control carry a global increase of the production of the
wind farm while fatigue is reduced locally in each turbine. Whereas energy-based availability
increases, failure and reparation rates decrease due to lower accumulated damage. This in turn
means that the number of interventions and the corrective maintenance are diminished. Lower
maintenance costs (lower OPEX) and higher production results on an increment of EBITDA and in
consequence the decrease of the LCOE.
Active yaw control strategy is used to reduce fatigue loads so there are no effects in energy
production. Even so, failure and reparation rates decrease, and so on, the number of
interventions and the corrective maintenance. Due to that OPEX are reduced, although extra
sensors are necessary, and EBIDTA increase, both combined suppose the decrease of the LCOE.
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4.2.1 Active de-rating strategies for active power control
Several de-rating strategies have been studied in deliverable 2.1, all of which are based on a
moderate addition of look-up tables to the baseline controller. These strategies require no extra
sensors, can be implemented on the same hardware as the baseline controller and add to its
computational load by a few percent. They may therefore be considered infrastructure-neutral.
In addition to different de-rating strategies, in deliverable 2.1, down-regulation strategies for the
percentage reserve method are discussed. Three strategies for both operational regions of a wind
turbine, partial load and full load, are examined, resulting in six strategies under study. For partial
load cases, power coefficient is decreased an arbitrary percentage of the optimal value modifying
Tip-Speed Ratio (TSR) and pitch angle. Rotor speed can be controlled through the generator
torque, so as to make the wind turbine operate at the desired TSR. In full load cases, turbine is
down-regulated by reducing the nominal torque or the rotor speed a percentage defined by the
de-rating value.
There are not extra sensors required for this, but 2 extra 1D look-up tables may be necessary and
a de-rating set point command must be inputted. The first look-up table is for pitch values for
below and above rated wind speeds, which depend on the input de-rating value. The second lookup table is for below rated torque-speed curve that is adapted to the TSR values of each strategy,
which also depends on the inputted de-rating.
The de-rating strategies of deliverable 2.1 can be applied for both induction-based farm control
and ancillary services. Although the latter do not add to a farm’s energy production – quite on the
contrary, they actively seek to limit it – they do decisively contribute to a grid’s ability to increase
the share of wind energy in its mix, and therefore increase the aggreagate wind energy
production at grid level. This is quite irrespective of farm geometry, but strongly depends on wind
speed. It is at high wind speeds, when there is wind energy to spare, that the ability to spill some
is most useful – the alternative being to spill all of it and supply the difference from a different
source.
When used for induction-based farm control, de-rating strategies can also help to slightly increase
a farm’s yield when wake overlaps exist. In that sense, farms with a substantially 2-dimensional
layout, such as the nine turbine reference farm, may benefit more than more linear farms, such as
the three turbine reference farm. Fatigue improvements are intrinsic to the de-rating strategies
proposed by deliverable 2.1, fatigue loads in blades decrease due to the reduced thrust forces,
and irrespective of both farm geometry or wind conditions.
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4.2.2 Active de-rating strategies for wake control
Active de-rating strategies for wake control have also been discussed in deliverable 2.1. They are
based on principles very similar to those of active de-rating strategies for active power control,
and have therefore very similar hardware and communication needs. An analysis of the AWC
requires paying further attention to the thrust force. The thrust coefficient , as rotor power
coefficient , is a function of pitch and TSR. Although, the
curve is more sensitive to TSR and
pitch variations around the point corresponding to optimal

in below-rated conditions. An

optimal down-regulation for AWC is to provide maximal reduction of
of .

for a given reduction

As for the APC, there are not extra sensors required for this, and 2 extra 1D look-up tables and an
input de-rating set point command are need. The two look-up tables correspond to pitch and
torque-speed curve, but in this case
is prioriced instead of .
Thrust has a significant effect on fatigue as the thrust forces start bending the blades which
progresses to the rest of the turbine. Reducing thrust affects directly to the fatigue, resulting on a
decrease on this. As well, with reduced TSR downstream turbines will be able to extract the added
energy allowing effective energy recovery from the farm-level viewpoint. From the energetic
viewpoint wake control is only applicable in below-rated and near-rated wind speeds, where the
wake can affect the energy production of the turbines. For fatigue improvement and other
services instead the whole range of operative wind speeds is taken into account. Similarly, the
layout for energy improvements must have two dimensions (x, y), while any layout is feasible for
the rest.

4.2.3 Active yaw control
Wind turbines are aligned with the dominating wind direction using yaw control. Two distinct yaw
controllers are evaluated, a yaw-rate and a yaw-by-IPC (Individual Pitch Control) control
implementation. Yaw-rate control strategy uses the baseline yaw control hardware and
communication handles.
Yaw-by-IPC consists on steering the turbine in the desired yaw position by a pitch set-up, where
both blades can attain distinct pitch angles. Blade root moment sensors are necessary to obtain
decoupled signals for both the yaw and tilt direction of the turbine so a moment in the yaw plane
can be created. This decoupling is done by transforming the periodic blade load signals from the
rotating reference frame into a non-rotating reference frame using a trigonometric
transformation. The yaw-misalignment setpoint is low-pass filtered in and fed through a PIcontroller resulting in the non-rotating yaw angle. It is then added to the high-pass filtered yaw
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component, which is the moment in the yaw plane fed through a PI-controller, in the non-rotating
frame of reference. A reverse trigonometric transformation transforms the non-rotating yaw pitch
angles and the yaw tilt angle, the latter one obtained by feeding the decoupled tilt direction signal
through a PI-controller, in actual pitch angles.
Active yaw control based on IPC, as described in deliverable 2.1, significantly reduces the yaw
system’s fatigue - as well as that of the blades, which is the traditional use of IPC. This is
irrespective of farm layout and wind conditions. When applied for yaw-based farm control, it
provides the energy improvements of said farm control.

4.2.4 Combination of down-regulation and yaw control
A method for delta control combined with a yaw misalignment has been presented in deliverable
2.1. The method for delta control with yaw misalignment presented in deliverable 2.1 combines
the benefits of yaw-based and induction-based farm control, which is relevant in farm layouts
with complex wake interactions, where yaw or induction methods alone result in sub-optimal
operation. Depending on the wind farm layout, the optimal wind farm control may entail both
induction control and wake steering. Applying a yaw offset results in a reduction in power. If a
power down-regulation is also applied, the power is further reduced. Thus, power should be
reduced including the effect of the yaw offset. This can be done adding the yaw offset to the wind
vane calibration offset and the yaw actuation system then positions the nacelle accordingly.
It is an extension of existing active power control methods and its hardware and communication
needs are negligible. Current values of rotor speed and acceleration together with collective pitch
angle are used to estimate the current rotor-average wind speed. With the estimated wind speed
can be then estimated the power which would be expected to be generated with zero de-rating
and yaw set-points, as well as the expected rotor speed. The de-rating set-point is then subtracted
from the expected power.
De-rating and yaw set-points optimized simultaneously, to maximize a benefit function which
includes both energy production and fatigue loads. As APC the down-regulation combination
could also contribute to ancillary services and enhance reliability.
As previously mentioned, for energy improvement a 2-D layout might be necessary, whereas any
layout may be possible for fatigue and services. Application is extended to a whole range of
operation wind speeds.
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4.3 Methodology for active load control (D2.2)
In Table 6 there is a summary of the requirements and conditions of strategies from deliverable
2.2. Each strategy is more deeply explained in the subsections below. Table 7 shows the effects of
the strategies in the KPIs. Further reasoning and explanations on the effects is provided just below
the table.
Table 6. Methodology for active load control

Requirements

Conditions

Stategies
Sensors

Computing

Comms

Wake

Blade root

Sector-effective

Turbine-level

estimators

moments

wind speed

wind

for partial

estimator at

estimates to

wake

turbine level

central farm

overlap

Farm-level

detection

wake model

Improvement

Layout

Wind

Energy

Complex Any

Fatigue

Complex Any

Ancillary

-

-

every second

Reliability

-

-

1 IPC trigger

Energy

-

-

Fatigue

Any

Any

Ancillary

-

-

Reliability

Any

Any

controller

update

Externally-

Blade root

2 extra linear

triggerable

moments

regulators

individual
pitch control

2 trigonometric
transformations
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Requirements

Conditions

Stategies
Sensors

Computing
Wake tracking

Comms

Closed-loop

Downwind-

wake

facing

displacement

steering

scanning lidar

setpoint

Reliability

2 extra

3 generator

enhancing

generator

speed signal

technologies speed

1 wake

None

processing

measurements

Improvement

Layout

Wind

Energy

Complex Any

Fatigue

Complex Any

Ancillary

-

-

Reliability

-

-

Energy

Any

Any

Fatigue

-

-

Ancillary

-

-

Reliability

Any

Any

Table 7. Effects on KPIs of strategies from D2.2

Wake
estimators for
partial wake
overlap
detection

Externallytriggerable
individual

Closed-loop
wake steering

Reliability
enhancing
technologies

+

+

pitch control

Performance

+

Reliability

+

+

?

+

Maintenance

-

-

-

-

Finance

+

+

+

+

With wake estimators for partial wake overlap detection energy availability increases improving
the performance and loads decrease, which at the same time reduces failure and reparation rates.
This means a reduction in the number of interventions and the corrective maintenance. Lower
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maintenance costs reduce the OPEX, while extra sensors increase it, although there is no
comparison. A higher production results on an increment of EBITDA. Taking all the facts into
account the LCOE is reduced.
A dilemma is faced by the IPC, which results in a considerable reduction of the loads in blades but
supposes a higher fatigue for the pitching system. Even though, the purpose of the IPC is to be
triggered in situations that may result harmful for the blades, such as inhomogeneous wind
conditions, so the fatigue increase of the pitch system may be minimal. In that way, failure and
reparation rates and the number of interventions and the corrective maintenance are reduced. So
the OPEX decrease and the LCOE with it.
The wake deflected by closed-loop wake steering results on the rise of the available energy, so
also of the performance. It is not obvious how the yaw affects the fatigue loads because, on the
one hand, the yawed machine is subject to higher periodic loads, but on the other hand it is
subjected to lower (in amplitude) loads (because the axial wind is lower in region II) so the
combination of these two effects, weighted with the Weibull, must be investigated. Fatigue is
directly linked to failures and maintenance so reducing it results in less operation and
maintenance costs. A lidar system is essential for this strategy, which not only increases the cost
but may have reliability implications. That is the reason for the interrogation sign. Further study is
necessary to specify how much this affects to the operational expenditures (OPEX), which are
reduced due to fatigue reductions. Apart from that net-earnings (EBITDA) are increased so the
LCOE is decreased.
Reliablility enhancing technologies do not increase the energy-based availability but the timebased availability, time in which the turbine is available, which in turn improves turbine
performance. Also protects turbine from minor failures and is able to keep a turbine in a
functional state even if a component fails, being possible to reduce unplanned interventions and
maintenance due to these faults and making the machine more reliable. All these result in a lower
OPEX, the costs of extra speed sensors are minimal, and a higher EBITDA, so the LCOE decreases.

4.3.1 Wake estimators for partial wake overlap detection
Deliverable 2.2 has presented two methods to detect the impingement of a wake on a
downstream turbine using downstream turbine measurements to facilitate wake steering and/or
triggered IPC. Both methods are based on blade root moment measurements and use turbine
load measurements to estimate the instantaneous flow field at the given turbine, “wind sensing”
method.
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The first method is based on simple load averaging, and is therefore computationally inexpensive.
This method allows the estimation of the local wind speed at the blade position using blade root
bending moments. An estimation of the sector effective (SE) wind speed is obtained by averaging
over an azimuth interval of interest that can be updated every time a blade leaves the sector.
The second method utilizes again the sector effective wind speed estimator, but evaluates the
estimates by comparing them to a control oriented wind farm flow model. In this case the wake
estimation is directly linked to the updated wake deficit and wake position in the wind farm
model. This requires timely communication of turbine-level estimates to a central farm controller,
in intervals of approximately 1 second, for which existing communications infrastructure may be
sufficient. To improve model fidelity at run time, predictions of the model are corrected basing on
the measurements made on the plant. This is a recursive optimisation process, with a
computational cost which grows with the number of turbines in a farm. It is however feasible
within modern farm control infrastructures.
The aim of these strategies is to energize and/or redirect wakes for improved energy yield and/or
reduced loading. Wakes require a complex layout, where wake speed and turbulence values may
change depending on location and time. It must be capable to calculate the wake of a turbine and
the interaction of this with the environment, other turbines and other wakes. It can be applied to
any wind condition and speed.

4.3.2 Externally-triggerable individual pitch control
An method for triggering individual pitch control on demand has been presented in deliverable
2.2. Individual pitch control (IPC) consists on controlling the pitch angle of each blade individually.
Blades suffer fatigue loads due to inhomogeneous wind inflow and periodically changing loads
dependant of the blade position. Controlling each blade pitch angle individually makes possible a
considerable reduction of these loads.
The method is based on conventional IPC and, therefore, requires blade root moment
measurements as inputs. Blade loads are transformed into the fixed frame of reference using a
trigonometric transformation (Park’s transformation). The variables, My and Mz, in the fixed
frame of reference are fed through two PI controllers which calculates pitch angles, y and z
respectively, for load reduction basing on the inputted moment values. Pitch angles are
transformed into rotational blade frame of reference using another trigonometric transformation
(Park’s inverse transformation). An IPC trigger is necessary to activate the IPC. Summaryzing, in
terms of computation, it only requires two linear regulators and two trigonometric
transformations. Communication needs are negligible.
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The triggerable IPC of deliverable 2.2 may be used to achieve optimal balance between blade root
loads and pitch actuator duty cycles, especially with farm layouts in which wake interactions are
likely only for some wind directions, such as in linearly arranged farms like the three turbine
reference farm. The IPC then limits blade loads, while it is normally deactivated.
Apart from the commented advantages in load reduction, it is possible to use an externallytriggerable IPC to improve turbine reliability, being able to actuate when a fault or a harmful
extreme wind event, e.g. wind shear, occurs during the operation of the machine. Any layout is
applicable to this methodology at any operation wind speeds.

4.3.3 Closed-loop wake steering
Deliverable 2.2 has presented a lidar-based closed-loop wake steering strategy. The main
objective closed-loop wake steering is to steer the wake to a desired position by the usage of
information provided by a lidar system, which is a considerable addition to the normally meagre
set of sensors used in practice. This requires a moderate amount of data processing in order to
track the lidar data, probably within the means of most modern turbine controllers. The controller
commands the yaw angle using the desired and the estimated position information.
The lidar system scans a defined measurement trajectory and provides the measurement data to
the control system. A downwind facing scanning lidar system on the wind turbine nacelle is
assumed. The controller provides the yaw command to the wind turbine by comparing the actual
wake position to the demanded wake position and using this information in the controller. A
linear model is needed to estimate the wake position of the lidar system at a certain
measurement. This model need the yaw misalignment angle of the wind turbine defined relative
to the wind direction as input.
Lidar-based closed-loop wake steering, as described in deliverable 2.2, has similar applicability to
that of the wake estimators based on downwind turbine blade loads. In a turbine impinged by a
wake the structural loads are increased, moreover if is only partially, and the power production is
decreased compared to the nominal operation in free stream. By deflecting the wake loads are
reduced, as well as the fatigue, and the power production rises.
The complex layout for wake computation is necessary and can be applied to a whole range of
operating wind speeds.

4.3.4 Reliability enhancing technologies
To combine monitoring technologies with the turbine control is essential for wind turbines
security and reliability enhancing. With a fault tolerant control (FTC) method the controller crossCopyright CL-Windcon Contract No. 727477
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checks different measurements of the generator speed so a faulty sensor can be detected by the
comparison and the measurement rectified for an unstopped operation.
A redundant generator speed sensing scheme has been discussed in deliverable 2.2, which
requires two extra generator speed sensors. In general, sensor redundancy for reliability
enhancement requires three sensors for every measurement. A signal processing block is also
needed to compare the three generator speed signals and diagnose a fault. This may also provide
a correct speed measurement to the turbine controller so that its operation remains
uninterrupted. Computational and communications requirements are, however, negligible.
The benefits of redundant sensing in terms of energy production may be derived mostly from
increased turbine availability. FTC can be used to improve systems energy production, maintaining
it even if a fault occurs. The detection of the fault and the assurance of the production not only
increase its quality, moreover enhances security and reliability of a turbine. It can be applied in a
whole range of operating wind speeds for any layout. They depend on farm location, which affects
repair times, rather than layout.

4.4 Control methodology for induction based control and for wake
redirection control (D2.3)
Table 8 summarizes the requirements and conditions of strategies from deliverable 2.3. The
factors of each strategy are more deeply explained in the subsections below. Table 9 shows simply
the effects of the strategies in the KPIs. Further reasoning and explanations on the effects is
provided just below the table.
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Table 8. Control methodology for induction based control and for wake redirection control

Requirements

Conditions

Stategies
Sensors

Computing

Comms

State

Blade root

Sector-

Turbine-level

update

moments

effective wind

wind

speed

estimates to

estimator at

central farm

turbine level

controller

Improvement

Layout

Wind

Energy

Complex Any

Fatigue

Complex Any

Ancillary

-

-

every second

Reliability

-

-

Turbine-level

MET mast

Energy

2D

Any

forward

wind speed

and turbine-

induction

and direction

level wind

Fatigue

Any

Any

control

estimation

estimation

Ancillary

-

-

Reliability

-

-

method

Farm-level
wake model
update

Feed-

None

De-rating
setpoint look-

data every
minute

up based on

De-rating

wind

setpoint

conditions
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Requirements

Conditions

Stategies
Sensors

Computing

Comms

Turbine-level

MET mast

forward

wind speed

and turbine-

yaw

and direction

level wind

control

estimation

estimation

Feed-

None

Yaw
misalignment

Improvement

Layout

Wind

Energy

2D

Any

Fatigue

Any

Any

Ancillary

-

-

Reliability

-

-

Energy

2D

Any

Fatigue

Any

Any

Ancillary

-

-

Reliability

Complex Variable

data every
minute

setpoint look-

Yaw

up based on

misalignment

wind

setpoints

conditions
Feedback

None

Turbine-level

MET mast

yaw

wind speed

and turbine-

control

and direction

level wind

estimation

estimation

Yaw
misalignment

data every
minute

setpoint

Yaw

calculation via

misalignment

solution of

setpoints

turbulence

power
optimisation
problem
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Table 9. Effects on KPIs of strategies from D2.3

State update
method

Feed-forward
induction
control

Feed-forward
yaw control

Feedback yaw
control

Performance

+

+

+

+

Reliability

+

+

+

+

Maintenance

-

-

-

-

Finance

+

+

+

+

State update method is used to estimate the wakes so it can be used for induction control and
wake deflection. Both methods can be used to increase the wind farm production and reduce
loads and fatigue. This is summarized in more available energy, less repair and failure rates and
less maintenance in general, due to reduced fatigue. The OPEX decrease and the EBITDA increase
resulting in a lower LCOE.
The objective of feed-forward induction control and of the feed-forward yaw control is to
maximize power and minimize loads, so there is more available energy, repair and failure rates
and the need of interventions and unplanned maintenance is reduced. A MET mast is necessary
for this method, which rises costs, but in general the OPEX decrease and the EBITDA increase so
the LCOE falls.
KPIs for feedback yaw control coincide with the previous methods in power production
optimization and load reduction, but this method has a higher reliability compared to the feedforward, due to the intrinsic nature of the feedback. Summarizing, with smaller loads and fatigue
less maintenance is necessary so the OPEX decrease and with a higher available energy the
EBITDA increase. All this means that the LCOE is reduced.

4.4.1 State update method
A state update method is presented in deliverable 2.3, which is based on the wake estimators
presented in deliverable 2.2. The state update method is divided in two parts, sector effective
wind speed estimation and wake estimation. Blade root moment sensors are essential so that the
sector effective wind speed estimator averages the blade effective wind speed in predefined nonrotating sectors giving the sector effective wind speeds (SEWS). This is solved at every time instant
for blade effective wind speed at every blade during operation. Estimations are used for wake
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calculations updating wake deficit and wake position in the wind farm wake model obtaining
turbine-level wind estimates. In terms of hardware and communication needs, this is comparable
to the latter, i.e. blade root moment measurements, communication of turbine-level estimates at
intervals of approximately 1 second and a central, farm-level computing facility.
The state update method presented in deliverable 2.3 is relevant in the same conditions as the
wake estimators presented in deliverable 2.2, in which it is based, i.e. farms with complex wake
interactions.

4.4.2 Feed-forward induction control
Deliverable 2.3 discusses feed-forward induction-based farm control strategies. The goal of the
feed-forward induction control is to maximize power and minimize load, especially for below
rated farm output, since in full load power cannot be increased. Available measurements are
obtained from a MET mast to measure turbine-level wind speed and direction and a wind field
estimator which also could provide short term predictions that might improve performance of the
full-field controller. Said data are then processed to choose a set of de-rating commands for the
farm’s turbines. The relative de-rating setpoint of individual turbines that is inputted to the farm
controller is based on a look-up table dependant of wind conditions. This processing is
computationally inexpensive, since optimisation is carried out in advance.
A 2-D layout is needed for energy optimization related calculations while any layout is feasible for
fatigue calculations. It can be applied to all operation wind speed conditions.

4.4.3 Feed-forward yaw control
A strategy for feed-forward yaw-based farm control is presented in deliverable 2.3. The goal of
the feed-forward yaw controller is to adapt the yaw setpoints to time-varying winds so the
parameters of the controller can be optimized to get best balance between actuator duty and
power gain. Measurements of turbine-level wind speed and direction are also obtained with a
MET mast. Then, wind conditions are estimated and a look-up table based on wind conditions is
used to decide the yaw misalignment setpoint. This set-point is commanded to the controller so
an appropriate yaw misalignment is set to every turbine. Online computation is negligible, time
scales are of the order of a minute and optimisation is carried out in advance. As a result,
hardware and communication needs are within the means of modern wind farms.
As the previous methodology a 2-D layout is needed for energy optimization while any layout is
valid for fatigue calculations and it can work in any wind speed conditions.
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4.4.4 Feedback yaw control
A strategy for feedback yaw-based farm control is presented in deliverable 2.3. During farm
operation, it uses wind direction and power production data communicated by turbines, and
calculates a set of yaw misalignment commands for the farm’s turbines, via online solution of a
power production maximisation problem. As in [18], it is proposed a closed loop controller which
consists of two components: an estimator and an optimizer. Estimation is limited to the ambient
conditions: the freestream wind direction, turbulence intensity and mean wind speed. A
estimation of three ambient parameters using only turbine power measurements would result in
parameter divergence and overfitting. Estimating the wind direction for each turbine individually
first and then, the wind speed and turbulence intensity collectively on a farm-wide level, the
weighted root-mean-squared error of the measured and predicted turbine power signals of each
turbine are minimized, putting a higher weight on the upstream turbines. This is showed in
equation (1):
(1)

Where,

indicates the number of turbines,

is a weighing term, and

is the

turbulence intesity and wind speed to be estimated.
The wind direction is known to have a significant impact on the optimal yaw angles inside the
wind farm. In the followed optimization approach yaw angles are optimized for a probability
distribution of wind directions, rather than one deterministic wind direction. The optimization is
formulated following equation (2):

(2)

Where

,

the number of turbines, and

a probability distribution of variable

, the wind direction. The yaw angles are optimal if they provide consistent performance for a
range of wind directions in proximity of the mean wind direction. Like this yaw misalignment
setpoint via power optimisation is calculated.
As previously, wind measurements for estimations would be obtained with a MET mast, so the
yaw misalignment values can be solved. This strategy does not require extra sensors, while
communication needs are negligible. The farm-level optimisation process has a computational
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cost which grows with the number of turbines in a farm. It is however feasible within modern
farm control infrastructures.
For energy improvement a two-dimension layout would be necessary while any layout would
serve for fatigue optimization. A whole range wind speed can be used in both cases. For
enhancing reliability instead a complex layout would be necessary for wake interaction
calculations and variable turbulence wind speed would be essential. To obtain a solution with a
reasonable computational time, the probability distribution is discretized at 5 points. The model is
simulated five times, each with a different wind direction. The resulting farm-wide power
captures for each of these five simulations are summed, weighted according to their respective
probability, with the objective of maximizing the weighted sum.

4.5 Minimal loading power curtailment control techniques (D2.4)
Table 10 shows a summary of the requirements and conditions of the strategy from deliverable
2.4. These factors are more deeply explained in the subsections below. Table 11 shows in a simply
way the effects of the strategy in the KPIs. Further reasoning and explanations on the effects is
provided just below the table.
Table 10. Minimal loading power curtailment control techniques

Requirements

Conditions

Stategies
Sensors
Minimal

Comms

Improvement

Layout

Wind

Any

Any

Fatigue

Any

Any

Ancillary

Any

Any

Reliability

Any

Any

Fatigue proxy

Instantaneous Energy

loading

calculation at

fatigue

power

turbine level

estimation

curtailment

None

Computing

De-rating
assignment
based on
accumulated

values to
farm
controller
every minute

and
instantaneous
fatigue
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Table 11. Effects on KPIs of strategies from D2.4

Minimal
loading power
curtailment
Performance

+

Reliability

+

Maintenance

-

Finance

-

The aim of this power curtailment technique is to distribute power set points among turbines so
fatigue of individual turbines is uniformly distributed. This method offers not only a lower fatigue
over the farm but also an optimized power curtailment that improves the energy production
changing the active power set point distribution among turbines. This results in higher energy
availability and reduced loads, so repair and failure rates are reduced and also the need of
interventions and corrective maintenance. In that way OPEX are reduced and EBITDA increased,
decreasing the LCOE.

4.5.1 Minimal loading power curtailment
The minimal loading power curtailment algorithm is meant to operate a wind farm in such a way
that the total active power production tracks an external power setpoint (see also Section 0).
Contrary to the conventional way of de-rating all turbines proportionally by the same amount, the
new minimal loading power curtailment algorithm aims at distributing the active power setpoints
among the turbines in such a way that


the current fatigue rate of change is kept as low as possible over the whole farm (short
term objective)



the accumulated loading during the operational lifetime of the wind turbines is distributed
as uniformly as possible among the individual wind turbines.

To this end, the control algorithm requires the following input


(external) active power setpoint for the whole wind farm



power production from each wind turbine



accumulated fatigue loading on tower and blades for each wind turbine
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rate of change of fatigue loading on tower and blades for each wind turbine



available power for each wind turbine

Based on this input, a cost function is minimized on line to achieve an optimal balance between
the desired objectives. The cost function consists of a weighted combination of the fatigue loads
components and their rates of change. Next to that, an integral control law is added to ensure
that the power setpoint tracking error converges to zero in the presence of model uncertainties
(for a constant power setpoint).
There are no additional sensors required for the minimal loading power curtailment algorithm.
The fatigue loads on tower and blades, required as input, can be estimates made calculated inside
the wind turbine controllers based on conventional measurements, wind speed estimates and
simplified control-oriented wind turbine model. This means, however, that the wind turbines’
control software requires modification in order to be able to deliver the required load estimates
to the farm controller.
As a power curtailment algorithm, no improvements are possible in terms of energy capture
increase. However, the reliability and quality of the supplied energy is enhanced by the farm
controller. The main benefits from the algorithm are in the reduction of the fatigue load
accumulated over the complete lifetime. In terms of ancillary services, the power curtailment
algorithm is suitable to practically the whole range of active power control (APC) requirements,
including absolute power limitation, balance control, frequency control, power rate limitation,
and (proportional and absolute) delta control. Furthermore, it can be applied to any wind farm
and throughout the whole range of operative wind speeds.
The minimal loading power curtailment strategy is described in deliverable 2.4. It requires as input
an external active power setpoint for the whole wind farm, and from each wind turbine estimates
for the tower and blades fatigue load and its rate of change as well as estimate of the available
power. Based on that, active power setpoints are calculated for each individual wind turbine so
that the total farm production equals the external setpoint and the accumulated fatigue loading is
minimized. The need to communicate information on the fatigue estimates to the farm controller
only slightly increase the communication needs which, given the slow sample rates at which farm
controllers operate, are considered negligible for the network bandwidths of modern offshore
wind farms.
While this strategy requires no additional sensors to those standardly available on the wind
turbines, the algorithm involves online optimization and thereby requires some (moderate)
computational power. Even though the computational cost will grow with the size of the wind
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farm, it is considered feasible within modern farm control infrastructures even for large offshore
wind farms.
The algorithm aims at controlling the total power production of the whole wind farms to track an
external power setpoint, while at the same time reducing fatigue load on the wind turbines. More
specifically, the power curtailment algorithm aims at dispatching the wind farm active power
setpoint among the individual wind turbines in such a way that, (i) fatigue rate of change is kept
low to ensure that as little additional loading is induced as possible, and (ii) the total accumulated
loading during the operational lifetime of the wind turbines is evenly distributed among the
individual wind turbines.

4.6 Control methodology for Fast Wake Recovery (D3.3)
Table 12 resumes the requirements and conditions of a strategy from deliverable 3.3. These
factors are more deeply explained in the subsections below. Table 13 shows the effects of the
strategies in the KPIs. Further reasoning and explanations on the effects is provided just below the
table.
Table 12. Requirements for fast wake recovery control technique

Requirements

Conditions

Stategies
Sensors
Fast wake
recovery

None

Computing
Fatigue and

Comms
None

Improvem

Layout

ent

Wind

Energy

Complex

Any

Fatigue

-

-

Ancillary

-

-

Reliability

-

-

ultimate
loads
calculation at
turbine level
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Table 13. Effects on KPIs of strategies from D3.3

Fast wake
recovery

Performance

+

Reliability
Maintenance
Finance

+

Fast wake recovery affects specifically to energy production, incrementing the energy available in
the downstream turbines. This would result in higher loads but a more detailed analysis is
pending. More available energy concludes in higher net-earnings (EBITDA) so the LCOE increases.

4.6.1 Fast Wake Recovery
In this deliverable and in D3.3 a methodology for active wake mixing has been presented. The
method consists in a collective periodic motion of the blade pitches, with the aim of reducing the
in-wake velocity loss. At the current state of the research the control is viewed as open loop.
Indeed, the active wake mixing is activated only for specific wind direction and speed for which
downstream machines are affected by the wake of an upstream one.
It does not seem necessary to consider specific measurement devices to allow for the activation of
this control. In fact, only wind speed (and possibly turbulence intensity) and wind direction
indications are required. Generally, such measurements are available on standard turbines.
With active wake mixing is indicated a particular wind turbine control aimed at promoting a faster
wake recovery through a dynamical change of the axial induction factor of upstream wind
turbines. Recent simulation (cf. [19] and [20]) and experimental studies (cf. [21], Chapter 7)
demonstrated that a sinusoidal Pitch Collective Motion (PCM) is able to promote an in-wake flow
mixing entailing a lower wake loss. While the upstream machine, i.e. the one performing the
active wake mixing, undergoes a small reduction in produced power, the downstream machines,
experiencing a higher flow velocity, produce more power. Eventually, in a 3x1 wind farm, it was
possible to demonstrate experimentally an increase of up to 4% of the total farm power for a
wind speed of approximately 5.5 m/s and turbulence intensity of 5 and 10%.
The sinusoidal collective pitch motion is defined as
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is the blade pitch set by the baseline trimmer,

,

are respectively the amplitude, the frequency and the phase of the Pitch

Collective Motion. Rather than frequency, the mixing phenomenon is governed by the
dimensionless Strouhal number defined as
, being the rotor diameter and the
wind speed. The couple

and

should be selected to find the most effective wake recovery

strategy.
In this section, a preliminary work on the Fast Wake Recovery will be presented. The scope of the
work is to find the optimal amplitude and Strouhal of PCM through a Large Eddy Simulation
analysis.
The CFD-based tool considered in this work is SOWFA (Simulator fOr Wind Farm Applications)
[22], which is a software based on the incompressible solver of OpenFOAM, implementing a Large
Eddy scheme (LES). SOWFA is linked with the aeroelastic tool FAST (Fatigue, Aerodynamics,
Structures, and Turbulence) [23]. Accordingly, three rotating lifting lines are used to model the
blades, whose aerodynamic properties are defined as look-up tables with lift, drag and moment
coefficients, functions of angle of attack and Reynolds number. The softwares FAST v8, SOWFA
and OpenFOAM 2.4.x have been installed on the MARCONI high performance computer, owned
by the SCAI (SuperComputing Applications and Innovation) department of the Italian interuniversity consortium CINECA.
The FAST model of the 5MW NREL reference wind turbine [24] is considered in this study. The
reference model includes also a reference control which was slightly modified to allow the PCM
motion.
A preliminary LES analysis has been carried out to find a range of optimal values of Strouhal
number and the amplitude. Simulations consisted in a single wind turbine (NREL 5MW reference
wind turbine) subjected to stationary wind at 6.5 m/s. The effect of frequency and amplitude of
PCM is evaluated by measuring the mean flow at different sections downstream the turbine.
Figure 1 and Figure 2 shows the average flow downstream the turbine without (left) and with
(right) PCM control with

and

deg. The effectiveness of the PCM in reducing

the in-wake speed loss is evident. The same analysis was repeated multiple times with different
PCM frequencies and amplitudes. The mean in-wake velocity has been computed for different
downstream sections by averaging flow velocity within the rotor disk. The sectional average
velocities, in the case of PCM active, were then normalized with respect to the same values
computed without PCM. These results are shown in Figure 3, which reports the ratio between
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mean in-wake velocity with and without PCM. It is possible to see that an increase of up to the
40% can be achieved at a distance of 4 and 5 diameter downstream, for an amplitude of 2 deg and
a frequency between 0.13 and 0.16 rad/s corresponding to Sthouhal numbers of 0.4 - 0.5.
However, the PCM performance remains high even for lower frequencies. Finally, Table 1
summarizes the characteristics of this fast wake recovery technique. Deliverable D4.1 will include
a more detailed analysis on the ultimate and fatigue loads, as well as on the Actuator Duty Cycle
due to this controller.
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Figure 1. Flow velocity without (left) and with (right) PCM for different downstream sections (3, 4 and 5
diameters)
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Figure 2. Flow velocity without (left) and with (right) PCM for different downstream sections (6, 7 and 8
diameters)
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Figure 3. Normalized in-wake average velocity for different combination of amplitude and frequency at
several downstream sections. Non-dimensional values have been obtained as the ratio between the
average velocity with the PCM and the same value for the baseline case.

Active wake mixing control increases power harvested by downstream machines by promoting a
faster wake recovery. At the current status of the research, it is expected that applicability of such
a control is not affected by the wind farm geometry.
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IMPACT ON EXISTING WIND FARMS

The methods used to control the wake in D2.3 are induction control, yaw control and fast wake
recovery. The development of wind farm controllers in D2.3 has not come to an end yet so these
controllers cannot be directly tested here. The simulation tool used in this chapter is
SimWindFarm. This tool works well for induction control but is less fitted for yaw and fast wake
recovery. Moreover, for induction control it is possible to find energy optimal de-rating based on
the wake model only. This is what the following assessment of induction control is based on.

5.1 Maximization of power from a row of turbines
The below analytical method for finding energy optimal turbine de-ratings for a single row of
turbines are based on the actuator disk model and the Jensen wake model. It is formulated in a
way so the principle of dynamic programming can be used.
Consider a row of turbines numbered from 1 to n starting from the most down wind. Assume
simple actuator disc theory is used. Then the loading is given by the induction factor a as follows
(7)

And the wake using the simple Jensen model [25] is
(8)
where vw is the wind speed in the wake at distance d downwind from a turbine with rotor
diameter D having ambient/free wind speed va. Maximizing the total power
(9)

can be done using the fact that changing the induction factor on one turbine does not affect its
upwind neighbours. This means in mathematical terms
(10)
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By iterating the above equation n one dimensional maximization are obtained starting with
(11)

Below, this is detailed starting with the most down wind turbine. Think about this as only one
turbine even though it does not really matter, for the arguments, if the upwind turbines are there
or not. Maximizing the power from the most down wind turbine gives:
(12)
This simply means that the last turbine should be working at maximum Cp as the wake does not
matter. Now include the next upwind turbine and get

(13)

The maximum of P1:2 is then obtained by
(14)
This is a 6th order polynomial so a numerical solution is needed. Adding the third upwind turbine
gives

(15)

The maximum of P1:3 is then obtained by
(16)
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Using this “dynamic programming” approach the optimum can be found starting with the most
down wind turbine and ending with the most upwind which gives n one dimensional optimization
problems which is far better compared to one n dimensional problems.
To illustrate the result a number of efficiencies are defined. If the row of n turbines is seen as a
wind energy devise with area nA exposed to the ambient wind speed vn then the maximal
efficiency for wind direction exactly along the row is Co (o for optimal) defined below in (17). This
can be called a row efficiency.

(17)

When the row is operated with this optimal distribution of induction factors where the most front
turbine are most derated it can happen that the wind direction change but the control does not
change. If the change takes all turbines out off wake the row efficiency will be Ca (a for average
efficiency) given below.

(18)

For no wake operation the maximal possible efficiency is the Betz limit 16/27 denoted Cb and
obtained by standard operation also called greedy operation as each turbine runs on maximum Cp.
If the wind direction is along the row also and efficiency for standard operation, where all turbines
operated with maximal local Cp, can be calculated and called Cs (s for standard turbine operation).
Figure 4 shows the result with between 1 and 10 turbines in the row. Clearly the difference
between optimal row efficiency Co and standard operation Cs increases with the number of
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turbines and is not that large for e.g. 3 turbines. However, 10 turbines across the dominant wind
direction are not uncommon in large wind farms. The graph for Co shows the gain off optimal
control compared to standard when the wind is along the row. When the wind is across the row
Ca shows the loss off “optimal control” compared to standard. Notice that there is slightly more to
lose by using “optimal control” when it is not needed than there is to win when it is needed.
Finally, the graph for Co illustrates the loss of full wake operation compared to no wake operation.
Notice that this can only be totally avoided by placing the turbines so far apart that they do not
see any wakes.
It is also interesting to see wind speed, power and rotor thrust for the given induction factors for
each turbine down the row. Under the above assumptions these are giving below where a and
everything else

Figure 4. Comparison of max Cp and optimal operation of a row of n turbines spaced with 7D. Legends: for
full wake operation: Co: optimal wake operation, Cs: standard max Cp operation. For no wake operation,
Ca: average result of optimal wake operation. Cb Betz limit (Cb = Co = Cs = Ca for one turbine). See text for
details.
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are now indexed from the most upwind turbine.
(19)
The results seen in Figure 5 are for a wind farm spacing at 7D and for 10 turbines in a row aligned
with the wind direction. Notice that solid lines are for optimal wind farm power operation and
dashed lines are for max turbine power (Cp) operation. The standard operation where all turbines
runs at max Cp of cause has constant a, Cp and Ct in contrast to “optimal” wind farm operation where
a, Cp and Ct are increasing down wind. The result of this is that v, T and P is decreasing much faster
for the standard operation compared to the maximum wind farm power operation. Notice that
especially the rotor trust force is much more constant at maximum wind farm power operation
compared to standard operation.

Figure 5. Comparing standard and optimal operation. Wind is coming from left. Solid lines are for optimal
wind farm power operation and dashed lines are for max turbine power (Cp) operation. “sca.” means the
variable are scaled but with the same scaling for both optimal wind farm and standard operation. k = 0.1111
which is the Jensen parameter for a spacing of 7D.

The main numerical results are shown in Table 14. The upper block is for the 7D turbine inter
distance and 10 turbines. This makes the wind farm average power increase approximately 10% and
the thrust decrease 10%. Moreover, both power and thrust are more evenly distributed over
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turbines which is also good. For inter turbine distance 5D the effects are more significant. For only 3
turbines in the row the effect on average power is very small, due to that 3x3 geometry is used for
the simulated WF. The effect on thrust and evenly distribution of thrust and power are better.

Table 14. Comparing optimal and standard operation. Legends: Average T : Average thrust for all
windturbines, Average P : Average power for all windturbines, Std T : Standard deviation of thrust between
turbines, Std P : Standard deviation of power between turbines.

Optimal

Average T
Average P
Std T Std P
d = 7D , k = 0.1111 , n = 10
0.371
0.234
0.095 0.121

Max Cp
Optimal/Max Cp

0.414
0.897

0.211
1.105

Optimal

d = 5D , k = 0.1429 , n = 10
0.313
0.197
0.093 0.116

Max Cp
Optimal/Max Cp

0.349
0.897

0.271
0.344

0.191
0.607

Optimal

d = 7D , k = 0.1111 , n = 3
0.701
0.453
0.095

0.122

Max Cp
Optimal/Max Cp

0.732
0.958

0.152
0.625

0.138
0.884

Optimal

d = 5D , k = 0.1429 , n = 3
0.659
0.423
0.112

0.142

Max Cp
Optimal/Max Cp

0.694
0.949

0.166
0.857

0.174
1.132

0.448
1.010

0.416
1.016

0.252
0.376

0.187
0.601

0.185
.653

5.2 Wind farm example and experimental conditions
The wind farm example used here is the 9 turbine farm from D1.1 where the distance in the main
wind direction is 7D and 5D between rows. The farm is shown in Figure 6 together with the results
from SimWindFarm simulation with an optimal feed forward control discussed in section 5.1.
The wind farm controllers are not ready for testing yet. Consequently, they cannot be thoroughly
tested using many wind speeds and directions. In the following one representative below rated wind
speed and turbulence intensity is tested in 3 directions which are wind in the main direction with
spacing of 7D, wind in the diagonal direction with spacing 8.6D and wind in the cross wind direction
with 5D spacing as shown in Table 15 also includes the inductions and relative de-ratings found by the
methods from section 5.1.
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5.3 Simulation program SimWindFarm
SimWindFarm is described in details in D1.2 and shown in Figure 7 It is an engineering type wind
farm simulation program implemented in MATLAB Simulink. The wind field is generated according to
a Kaimal spectral matrix. The turbines are Inwind (DTU) 10 MW virtual turbines with the CLWindcon
controller (OpenDiscon). The wakes are generated from simple wake models based on the farm
geometry and the Ct from the turbines. The version used here is a further development from the
version in D1.2. The added turbulence in the old version has been removed as this models the same
phenomenon as wake meandering so keeping both would be too much. Also the Frandsen wake
model [26] used has proved to make it unrealistically difficult to increase the energy production from
de-rating upwind turbines. Consequently, the Frandsen model has been exchanged by the Jensen
model [25] which behaves more correctly. Farm control can be implemented in the “Farm Control”
block.

Figure 6. 3 x 3 wind farm used for the acessment. The farm geometry is seen in the x-y plane. Wind is along
the x axis and the average effective wind speed is show along the z axis for each windturbine. The simulation
is with SimWindFarm. Optimal turbine de-ratings are used according to the 0 deg block row in Table 15.
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Table 15. Experimental conditions.
Average wind speed
Turbulence intensity
Wind direction
Turbine
Rel. de-ratings
Inductions
Wind direction
Turbine
Rel. de-ratings
Inductions
Wind direction
Turbine
Rel. de-ratings
Inductions

8 m/s
0.1
0 deg
1,4,7
2,5,8
3,6,9
0.025 0.007
0
0.274 0.303
0.333
−1
tan (5/7) = 35.54 deg
1
2,4,5 3,6,7,8,9
0.019 0.005
0
0.282 0.307
0.333
90 deg
1,2,3
4,5,6
7,8,9
0.038 0.010
0
0.261 0.295
0.333

Figure 7. SimWindFarm simulink top level block diagram.

Simulation results with wind from west and with optimal de-ratings are shown in Figure 8. Due to the
wake meandering it takes some time before the wake covers all turbines. This is clearly seen for the
deficit but the lower wind and power after the initial phase can also be seen in the plots. It is
therefore necessary to skip the initial phase from the statistics.
SimWindFarm includes fatigue calculations based on MCrunch from NREL which is implemented in a
GUI. To get results for the farm, the fatigue calculations must be done for each turbine. It is therefore
easier to use a script based on the matlab function rainflow which gives corresponding ranges fi and
number of cycles ni. A comparable damage equivalent load (DEL) fq is then obtained from the usual
formula(20).
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(20)
As the DEL can only be evaluated for the main shaft and tower, m is set to 4 for steel and nq is set to
100 which is not changing the relation between DELs anyway.

5.4 Results
For wind from west the simulation has been run for 1000 sec. The transient wake development takes
less than 400 sec. Therefore only the last 600 sec is used for the statistics. The results for wind from
west are seen in Table 16. The time average for each turbine is calculated for each signal in the table.
The main shaft and tower torque std are included as a additional fatigue measure. The numbers for
each turbine is not shown but the average and std (over turbines) are shown in the table. The first
block shows the numbers for optimal operation and the second shows numbers for greedy
(standard) operation, finally the third shows the first divided by the second. Notice that it is the same
wind simulation used for both optimal and greedy operation such that small differences can be seen.
For the average, the power and wind is 1% increased for optimal operation relative to standard. This
is exactly as the theoretical value in Table 14 for d = 7D, n = 3. The main shaft and tower DELs
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Figure 8. SimWindFarm simulation of the wind farm in Figure 6 with optimal de-ratings from Table 15. The
wind is from west i.e. wind direction 0 deg. Legends: V_nac: measured wind speed, V_rot: effectiwe wind
speed, P_dem: power reference, Yaw: yaw reference, pitch: pitch, w_gen: generator speed, P_farm: turbine
power, CT: Ct coeffficient and deficit: wake deficit.

are reduced by 1.5 and 2% respectively. This is less than the theoretical reduction in thrust in Table
14 which is 4.2%. However, it was expected that the DEL and std would decrease with the average
but not necessarily with the same amount.
For the std among turbines Table 16 shows that the optimal operation decreases the value 6% for
power, 25% for tower DEL but increases it 12% for main shaft DEL. The theoretical numbers in Table
14 are 11.6% for power and 37.5% for average tower thrust. No proxy for main shaft DEL was
calculated from the theory. It is not clear why the variations in main shaft DEL are higher for optimal
operation compared to standard. To investigate this Figure 7 shows the main shaft DEL for both
optimal and greedy operation with wind from east. It is seen that there is considerable variation both
in the wind direction and across wind. At least, all turbines have reduced main shaft DEL for optimal
operation so this effect can be considered significant.
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Figure 9. 3 x 3 wind farm with wind from east where main shaft DEL are shown for optimal operation with a
circle and with a diamond for greedy operation.

Table 17 shows the results for wind from south where the only change is that the turbine distances of
7D and 5D in the prevailing and orthogonal direction in the west wind example are now
interchanged. The results in Table 17 are very similar to the ones in Table 16. The wind mean and
turbulence intensity is the same as for westerly wind but it is a new simulation. The average wind
speed is higher than the one for westerly wind and therefore most values are also higher. Focusing
on the comparison between farm control strategies in the bottom block it is seen that the average
increase in farm power is still 1% but the decrease in DEL are higher compared to westerly wind. This
also complies well with theoretical values in Table 14.
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Table 16. Results for westerly wind. Legends: V_rot: effective wind speed, P_farm: wind turbine power,
M_shaft_std: main shaft torque std, M_tow_std: tower torque std, M_shaft_DEL: main shaft torque DEL and
M_tow_DEL: Tower torque DEL. See text for further details.
V_rot

P_farm

M_shaft_std

M_tow_std

M_shaft_DEL

Wind direction 0 deg. Optimal operation
6
5
6
6
2.69·10
6.63·10
8.28·10
1.12·10

Average

7.23

Std

6.71·10

-1
-2

7.38·10

5
-1

1.06·10

5
-1

CV

9.29·10

2.74·10

1.60·10

Average

7.19

2.67·10

6

Std

6.97·10

-1

7.84·10

5

1.02·10

CV

9.70·10

-2

2.94·10

-1

1.51·10

Average

1.01

1.01

STD

9.63·10

CV

9.57·10

2.10·10

6

2.53·10

-1

1.50·10

5
-1

9.41·10

-1

9.33·10

1.47·10

7

2.01·10

6

-1

1.34·10

1.36·10

Wind direction 0 deg. Greedy operation
5
6
6
6.72·10
8.49·10
1.14·10

1.51·10

7

5

2.66·10

6

-1

1.77·10

5

2.48·10

6

1.33·10

-1

2.92·10

-1

1.17·10

Wind direction 0 deg. Optimal divided by Greedy
-1
-1
-1
9.86·10
9.75·10
9.85·10

-1

M_tow_DEL

-1

-1

9.79·10

-1

1.04

8.46·10

-1

1.12

7.55·10

-1

-1

1.05

8.67·10

-1

1.14

7.71·10

-1

Table 17. Results Southely wind. Legends: see Table 16.
V_rot

P_farm
M_shaft_std M_tow_std M_shaft_DEL
Wind direction 90 deg. Optimal operation
6
5
6
6
2.86·10
6.91·10
8.81·10
1.07·10
5
5
6
5
8.73·10
1.42·10
2.23·10
1.47·10

Average
Std

7.38
-1
7.81·10

CV

1.06·10

3.05·10

Average
Std

7.30
-1
8.37·10

Wind direction 90 deg. Greedy operation
5
6
6
2.83·10
7.06·10
9.16·10
1.10·10
5
5
6
5
9.87·10
1.24·10
3.02·10
1.30·10

CV

1.15·10

3.49·10

Average
STD

1.01
-1
9.33·10

Wind direction 90 deg. Optimal divided by Greedy
-1
-1
-1
1.01
9.78·10
9.61·10
9.72·10
-1
8.85·10-1
1.15
7.40·10
1.13

CV

9.23·10

-1

-1

-1

-1

-1

2.06·10

2.53·10

-1

-1

1.37·10

6

-1

-1

8.73·10

-1

1.76·10

1.17

3.29·10

7.69·10

-1

-1

-1

1.18·10

1.17

M_tow_DEL
7

1.51·10
6
2.95·10
-1

1.95·10

7

1.56·10
6
4.13·10
-1

2.64·10

-1

9.67·10
-1
7.15·10
-1

7.39·10

The results for a wind direction along the diagonal of the wind farm are shown in Table 18. Assuming
that the main wakes are in the rows the west and south direction can be considered as 3 similar rows.
For the south west direction it is different. Here there are two turbines 3 and 7 in free stream, two
rows of two turbines 2, 6 and 4, 8 and one row of three turbines 1, 5, 9 as illustrated in Figure 10. In
this case the differences between optimal and greedy operation are very small. For wind farm power
the fractions are 1.0025 or 0.25% improvement witch rounds to zero with two decimals. Based on
the theoretical calculations in section 5.1 the number is 0.34% which is similar.
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Figure 10. 3 x 3 wind farm with wind from south west except the farm is turned instead of turning the wind
direction as SimWindFarm has wind along the x-axis. Otherwise similar to Figure 6.

5.5 Conclusion
A theoretical optimization of a row of turbines using a static Jensen wake model and a dynamic
programming approach has been conducted. This clearly shows that there is a potentially smaller gain
in energy from using an optimal turbine de-rating compared to greedy operation. Also it shows that
the mean thrust is reduced and the variation of thrust and energy among turbines is also reduced.
However, it also shows that there is as much to lose by using the “optimal” de-rating for a wrong
wind direction as there is to wind when the wind direction is right.
A simulation study using SimWindFarm verifies the energy gain under dynamic conditions and also
shows that the main shaft and tower fatigue is reduced with the found optimal de-rating is used for
the intended wind direction.
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Table 18. Results south westerly wind. Legends: see Table 16.
V_rot

P_farm

M_shaft_std

M_tow_std

M_shaft_DEL

M_tow_DEL

−1

Average

Wind direction tan (5/7) = 35.54 deg. Optimal operation
6
5
6
5
3.19·10
5.81·10
9.02·10
9.75·10

7.67
-1

4.80·10

-2

1.51·10

Std

3.88·10

CV

5.05·10

5

4

9.67·10

8.94·10

-1

1.67·10

-1

9.91·10

1.65·10

7

5

1.06·10

6

-1

6.40·10

5

2.16·10

-2

2.21·10

-2

−1

Average

Wind direction tan (5/7) = 35.54 deg. Greedy operation
6
5
6
5
3.18·10
5.86·10
9.09·10
9.84·10

7.66
-1

5

4.96·10

-2

1.56·10

4

9.94·10

1.01·10

-1

1.70·10

-1

1.11·10

1.67·10

7

5

1.08·10

6

-1

6.49·10

6

2.18·10

-1

2.21·10

Std

4.01·10

CV

5.24·10

Average
STD

Wind direction tan (5/7) = 35.54 deg. Optimal divided by Greedy
-1
-1
-1
1.00
1.00
9.92·10
9.93·10
9.92·10
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
9.67·10
9.68·10
9.73·10
8.84·10
9.90·10

CV

9.65·10

-2

−1

-1

-1

9.66·10

-1

9.81·10
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IMPACT ON POWER SYSTEM RESPONSE

As the penetration of the wind turbines into the power system increases, their contribution to
ancillary services (e.g., voltage and frequency control) becomes more significant and necessary. [27]
These ancillary services consist of actively controlling the power output of the wind turbines to track
power set-point commands, participate in frequency regulation, and provide frequency response. A
wind turbine control system should be capable of varying the turbine's active power output upon
receiving de-rating power set-point commands, manual power commands, and automatic frequency
regulation commands to meet the system operators' needs in below-rated and above-rated wind
speeds, so it could assist in frequency regulation by providing a primary response to fluctuations in
the grid frequency. [28]
In order to guarantee the stability of the grid it is necessary to balance the power generated and the
energy demand. Disproportions between both rates derive on changes in the kinetic energy and
rotational speed of the generators and the rotating machines connected to the grid, causing the grid
frequency to deviate from its nominal value. Primary regulation is the mechanism implemented by
the system to compensate these disproportions or imbalances [29]. A primary regulation consists of
a linear variation of generated power with grid frequency. Accordingly, if the grid frequency
increases, the generated power should decrease and vice versa. Consequently, in order to be able to
implement primary regulation in both directions, a power reserve is needed [30]. This regulation is
required of any grid-connected power station. However, this requirement is not imposed to wind
turbines; thus they permanently work at their maximum power point independently of the grid
frequency, not participating in system frequency regulation. The increasing penetration of wind
power in the transmission networks reduces the control capability of the system frequency due to
the unmanageable character of wind power [31]. To perpetuate and augment wind energy rates, its
assistance to grid primary control becomes essential. Several alternatives have been proposed to
enable wind power primary regulation.
In [32], three different down-regulation strategies in partial load and two simple down-regulation
methods in full load are studied. Power coefficient is a function of the TSR and the pitch angle, so it
can be decreased by changing one or both of these parameters.
The first down-regulation strategy in partial load consists of operating the wind turbine at a lower
TSR. The wind turbine is operated at a lower rotational velocity at wind speeds below rated.
However, a pitch offset is also introduced below a certain TSR in order to prevent that the wind
turbine starts operating in the stall region, which is undesirable. The second strategy reduces the
power coefficient by increasing the TSR. The rotor speed is increased at lower wind speeds, so the
rated rotor speed is reached at a lower wind speed than usual. The higher rotor speed the more
kinetic energy is stored in the rotor, making it possible to quickly return to a higher power level. In
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return, the rotor shaft has more rotations over the lifetime, which may negatively affect the
bearings. A small pitch offset is necessary to prevent operation at the left hand side of the maximum
Cp on a Cp curve as function of the pitch angle. Else, pitching the blades at a higher wind speed
would, initially, lead to an increase in power. The final strategy consists of increasing the initial pitch
angle in order to reduce the Cp by an arbitrary percentage while keeping the TSR constant. But,
response through pitch control is slower compared with torque control.
In full load, the wind turbine operates at the rated rotor speed and it is controlled through the blades
pitch angle. Two simple methods can be applied for down-regulation. The first method is the derating and consists of decreasing the rated generator torque by a desired percentage. The second
method reduces the rated rotor speed by the desired percentage. The first method allows a quicker
recovery of the turbine’s production when down-regulation is no longer required. The second
method instead reduces the rotor speed, so the turbine will operate in a narrower rotor speed region
making it difficult to achieve high down-regulation percentages.
Studies from deliverable 2.1 concluded that down-regulation using a lower TSR did not result in the
desired effect at low wind speeds in terms of energy reduction, while the other strategies were able
to achieve it well enough. The study also proved that the most stable performance with respect to
power production is given when down-regulation is done only by pitching in partial load and down
regulating torque in full load, strategy 3a. In order to test the performance of this de-rating strategy
in a wind farm, it has been implemented in IK4-IKERLAN’s wind turbine baseline controller code
OpenDiscon, suitable for CL-Windcon simulations.

6.1 Wind farm in FAST.Farm
FAST.Farm has been the tool elected to test the performance of the controller with de-rating strategy
implemented in a wind farm. FAST.Farm is a new midfidelity, multiphysics tool developed by the
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) that is applicable to engineering problems in research
and industry involving wind farm optimization. This tool aims to address the current
underperformance, failures, and expenses in the wind industry. Achieving wind cost-of-energy
targets requires improvements in wind farm performance and reliability and reduced uncertainty and
expenditures, which has been eluded by the complicated nature of the wind farm design problem.
FAST.Farm aims to accurately model the relevant physics for predicting power performance and
structural loads and maintain low computational costs to support a highly iterative and probabilistic
design process and system wide optimization. [33]
FAST.Farm is a nonlinear time-domain multiphysics engineering tool composed of multiple
submodels, each representing different physics domains of the wind farm. FAST.Farm is
implemented as open-source software that follows the programming requirements of the FAST
modularization framework, whereby the submodels are implemented as modules interconnected
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through a driver code. The submodel hierarchy of FAST.Farm is illustrated in Figure 11. Wake
advection, deflection, and meandering; near-wake correction; and wake-deficit increment are
submodels of the wake-dynamics (WD) model, implemented in a single module (called WD). Ambient
wind and wake merging are submodels of the ambient wind and array effects (AWAE) model,
implemented in a single module (called AWAE). The super controller (SC) and OpenFAST (OF) are
separate modules, meaning that FAST.Farm has four modules (SC, OF, WD, and AWAE) and one
driver. There are multiple instances of the OF and WD modules, one instance for each wind
turbine/rotor. [34]

Figure 11. FAST.Farm submodel estructure

The SC module of FAST.Farm allows the users to implement their own wind-farm-wide control logic.
The SC module is still under development so it has been substituted by our own farm controller. The
farm level controller has been done in a simply way, considering it a temporary solution until the SC
module is completely implemented in the FAST.Farm driver. As seen in Figure 12, FAST.Farm calls to
one instance of OpenFAST per turbine and each instance calls to an own OpenDiscon controller, the
farm controller communicates independently from FAST.Farm with the controller of each turbine.
The SC would access to wake and ambient wind data, but this is not possible to the farm controller,
which only has access to turbine level data. This limits the data accessible for the farm controller to
the data provided by OpenFAST to each OpenDiscon controller. The controller provides a DISCON
implementation which was introduced by GHBladed and subsequently adopted by FAST, so the
available data can be found in [35]. This data flow (turbine controller – farm control – turbine
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controller) allows the farm level controller to read data from every turbine and respond
consequently. Currently, the farm controller can decide the values of the de-rating, implemented in
the OpenDiscon controller with the ikPowman block, and the yaw angle of each turbine.

Figure 12. FAST.Farm – FarmControl communication scheme

Among the limitations of FAST.Farm can be found, high turbulence intensity wind files, fast yaw
maneuvers and large yaw angles that can result on errors, such as collisions in farther wake planes or
leaving wind file limits. To avoid possible errors oversized wind files are necessary for large
simulations. To ensure that large simulations are completed is convenient to use constant wind or
low turbulence intensity wind files generated in TurbSim. The problem of creating oversized wind
files with TurbSim is that the huge amount of spatial nodes necessary to guarantee precision in the
simulations supposes a lot of computation time in a computer. One of the virtues of FAST.Farm is the
low computational cost so investing so much time in generating wind files may be seen as illogic. Due
to that, FAST.Farm allows introducing simple wind files, which are interpolated to a low-resolution
spatial node domain for wake calculations and to a high-resolution spatial node domain for turbine
aerodynamics calculations. Although, computational fluid dynamic solvers, such as SOWFA, can offer
a better precision and resolution for simulated data, FAST.Farm fits perfectly to the necessities of the
study, providing a more than acceptable precision to the simulations at a much cheaper
computational cost.
FAST.Farm allows implementing up to nine turbines in a wind farm with the desired layout, being
able to decide the position and distance among turbines and environmental conditions, such as
ambient wind and wake dynamics. The wind farm designed for the study of de-rating impact in
system response is composed of three wind turbines in a row. Whole of them are the reference wind
turbine Innwind 10MW, located at 7 diameters distance between them and with the hub centers
totally aligned. The purpose of being aligned is to analyze the effect of changes in the de-rating value
on wakes and the direct consequences in the wind turbines performance. Constant winds for below
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(10 m/s) and above (14 m/s) rated speeds have been used to ensure simulations large enough to
generate a complete wake and all the necessary maneuvers are executed.

6.2 De-rating implementation in OpenDiscon
IK4-IKERLAN’s wind turbine controller code OpenDiscon has been used as a basis for the
development of a FAST compatible baseline controller which can then be used for the farm level
simulations planned within the project [36] [37]. OpenDiscon includes a configuration which fulfils
the requirements dictated by the several CLWindcon tasks, and is tuned to the INNWIND.EU 10 MW
reference turbine model. It also provides an implementation of the control strategies described in
deliverable 2.1.
The de-rating strategy, explained in the same deliverable, has been implemented in the OpenDiscon
controller code through the ikPowman power manager code block Figure 13. Strategy 3a consists of:


In below-rated operation: increasing the initial pitch angle in order to reduce Cp by an
arbitrary percentage while keeping the TSR constant.



In above-rated operation: decreasing the nominal torque a percentage directly proportional
to the de-rating value while the turbine speed is kept constant with the pitch angle.

The power manager is the above-below rated state machine, where:


De-rating ratio is the proportion of producible power to be deducted from production,
inputted as a non-dimensional variable.



Maximum speed is the maximum generator speed setpoint, in rad/s



Measured speed is the measured generator speed, in rad/s.

The outputted variables of the state machine depend on these inputs. The operation state, below or
above rated, is decided by the state machine based on the generator speed. If measured speed
equals the maximum, above rated operation is considered, if not the opposite, below rated
operation is considered.

Figure 13. Power manager block: ikPowman
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The outputted variables from the block depend on the aforementioned state machine. If the
operating point of the turbine is above rated, the maximum torque, the upper torque limit, is
outputted. For below rated operation a minimum pitch angle and the preferred torque for below
rated wind speeds are outputted.
The values for torque and pitch outputted by the ikPowman block are used by OpenDiscon in the way
shown in Figure 14. Torque is compared with the external maximum torque, which is the maximum
or nominal torque, and the most restrictive value, the smallest in this case, is chosen. In above rated
operation, if de-rated, the torque from the power manager might be the least. In below rated
operation a torque from the lookup table is used. This torque depends on the de-rating value so if
the de-rating is active maximum torque from power manager may be smaller than the external
maximum torque, being the one used by the torque-pitch manager. Pitch instead, is compared with
the external minimum pitch. This is the minimum pitch value, zero in below rated wind speeds, and
as before the most restrictive value is chosen, which is the highest one in this case. For below rated
speeds with active down-regulation an over zero pitch value is outputted by the power manager so
this may be used by the torque-pitch manager. In above rated operation the pitch depends on the
rotor speed, pitch is used to control speed, so when torque is reduced by the de-rating it may
increase to prevent the turbine from accelerating.
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Figure 14. OpenDiscon scheme
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Figure 15 below shows the block diagram of the power manager. At full load torque is calculated
multiplying the rated power, taking into account the drivetrain and generator losses, with the derating ratio and dividing it by the nominal operation speed (maximum speed or rated speed). The
rotor speed is maintained in its nominal value controlling the turbine with the pitch angle. At partial
load instead, a minimum pitch angle is maintained and a gain for below rated torque is chosen from
the torque gain table. Torque is obtained multiplying such gain to the square of the measured
generator speed. The values for below rated torque and above rated pitch are selected from look-up
tables, according to the value of the de-rating. The default values of the strategy for de-rating,
torque-speed curve and pitch have been kindly provided by ECN, who have calculated them to suit
the DTU 10MW reference wind turbine from FP7 project INNWIND.

Figure 15. ikPowman scheme

6.3 Validation and results
In this section, the results of the simulations corresponding to the different de-rating strategies are
presented and discussed. Three methods are presented below. First, a power de-rating strategy,
presented in Deliverable 2.1, where different de-rating combinations of the three turbines have been
analyzed. Second, a de-rating by yaw strategy that tries to approach to the previously analyzed
combinations by changing the yaw angle of the turbines. Third, a de-rating strategy based on the
combination of both methods, power de-rating and yaw de-rating. They are applied in a WF
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composed by three turbines in a row. This geometry has been considered enough to cover the
necessities of the study while the computational cost is minimized.

6.3.1 Power down-regulation
The traditional goal of wind power plants is to maximize profitability by maximizing energy
extraction, and therefore the power output of the wind plants often varies with fluctuating winds.
Until recently there have been no requirements or market incentives for wind turbines to control
their active power output in coordination with other generators in response to fluctuations in the
electrical load of the grid. Higher wind penetration levels have increased the interest for wind
turbines to provide ancillary services that are critical to grid reliability by controlling their active
power output through active power control (APC).
Historically, wind power has not provided APC ancillary services, because there have been no
requirements or incentives to do so. Most large-scale modern wind turbines are de-coupled from the
utility grid via their power electronics, so they do not inherently respond to fluctuations in grid
frequency. However, increasing wind penetration on some grids has pushed regulating authorities to
set new requirements for wind turbines to provide active power control services. Such requirements
include actively de-rating or curtailing to meet power set-points or providing an active power
response to grid frequency events. [28]
In order for the grid to maintain a desired frequency, it is necessary that the total power generated
be equal to power consumed by system loads and electrical losses on the grid. This balance must be
preserved in the face of fluctuations in load and uncontrolled generation. If generation exceeds load,
then the grid frequency will go up, whereas if total load exceeds generation, grid frequency will fall.
Therefore, regulation provided by capable utilities is used by grid operators to compensate for these
fluctuations and unplanned events such as sudden loss of generation. [38]
The selected de-rating strategy consists on increasing the initial pitch angle in below-rated operation.
Thus, the power coefficient Cp is reduced while the TSR is kept constant, decreasing the torque from
wind and, consequently, the generated power. Implementing the strategy in every controller makes
possible to choose a different de-rating value for each turbine. These de-rating values can be
managed through the farm controller.
The energy reserve has been decided to be a 10 % of the farm capacity. For below rated operation
the farm capacity has been considered as the total power production of the farm without de-rating.
This value is more affordable than the nominal capacity of the farm, which is completely impossible
to achieve except for higher wind speeds where all the turbines can produce at full load despite the
wake effects.
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The results showed next are of the Innwind 10MW reference wind turbine with a 3x1 layout with a
7D distance between turbines, where the next control strategies have been applied:


10% de-rating in all turbines. 10-10-10



15% de-rating in the first turbine, the rest without de-rating. 15-00-00
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Figure 16. De-rated wind farm wind speed (m/s) in different instants during an actuation
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Figure 16 above shows the wakes of the three turbines composing the wind farm simulated with a 10
m/s wind speed. Images show, from left to right, a complete frequency response cycle. In the first
one, the most on the left, it can be seen the case of three turbines de-rated operation. The adjacent
colorbar defines the wind speed values depending on the color, easing the analysis of the wakes. This
case shows how wind speed is decreased behind each turbine, accumulating the deficit from one to
another, so that the third one has the lowest, bluest colored, wind speed. In the second image from
the left, it can be seen the three turbines without any de-rating. This is the moment when the
frequency response actuation is being carried out. As expected, removing down-regulation results on
higher energy absorption from the wind and it can be noticed how the wind speed behind every
turbine decreases, turns bluer. For the third image the de-rating has already been reactivated so the
wake deficit behind the turbines diminishes again. Even so it can be noticed a low speed area among
turbines, which is the deficit of the non-de-rating operation being displaced once the frequency
response maneuver has ended. This low speed area may create a power droop when arrives to the
turbines behind. The last image, the most on the right, shows that the farm has returned to the
previous de-rated operation, being almost equal to the first image.

Figure 17. Power (kW) production of the wind farm along time (s) with different de-rating strategies for
below-rated wind speed (10 m/s) with 3x1 layout and 7D inter turbine distance
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In Figure 17 two de-rating combinations tested in the wind farm are showed. One with all turbines
with the same de-rating (10%) and another with only the first turbine de-rated (15%). The main
difference among cases is that in the second case, due to the higher de-rating in the first turbine, the
power production of the second turbine is higher compared to the first case. The total power
production of the second case is slightly higher, but the peak power obtainable for frequency
response is much less. A fact to take into account is the power droop that occurs after the response
actuation. This is the comeback of the power peak. When the absorbed power increases it creates a
higher wake deficit that arrives to the turbines behind. In this case it happens after the event has
ended resulting on a reduction of available wind speed. Even though, it depends on the wind speed
so that for higher wind speeds the wake can reach turbines behind while the power increase is
maintained. It might be necessary to test different de-rating combinations for turbines in the future,
so that power production can be optimized while adjusting to the requirements of primary response.

Figure 18. Power (kW) production of the wind farm along time (s) with different de-rating strategies for
above-rated wind speed (14 m/s) with 3x1 layout and 7D inter turbine distance

Simulations with above rated wind speeds appear in Figure 18 above. The same cases as before have
been simulated for a wind speed of 14 m/s. In the case of all turbines de-rated it can be clearly seen
that the power is in the 90% of its nominal value and the increase in power when the downCopyright CL-Windcon Contract No. 727477
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regulation is removed. The same can be said with the only first turbine de-rated case, where this
single turbine power is 85% of the nominal and the rest of the turbines are in the rated value. With
such a high wind speed the power of all the turbines is in its nominal or de-rated value and the
negative effects of the response action are not even noticed in the power production.
In the next figure, Figure 19, the pitch values of the cases are shown. Pitch keeps a constant value
until the de-rating is removed. Then the torque increases so the pitch angle falls to absorb more
energy from wind and maintain the rotor speed in the rated. The aforementioned comeback effect
can be seen in the pitch. The augment in power production provokes a higher wake deficit, or wind
speed reduction, that reaches to the turbines behind. When this happens the pitch angle decreases
adapting to the wind speed fall and holding the rotor speed in the nominal value.

Figure 19. Pitch angles (º) of the wind farm along time (s) with different de-rating strategies for above-rated
wind speed (14 m/s) with 3x1 layout and 7D inter turbine distance

6.3.2 Down-regulation by yaw
For below rated wind speeds, it is possible to de-rate a wind turbine using the yaw angle. This only
can be done in below rated wind speeds where the pitch angle is zero. In above rated wind speeds
the pitch control reduces the pitch angle to absorb more energy when the turbine is yawed, making
difficult the power regulation in full load. In [39] the relationship between the power output and the
yaw error is defined as the cosine cube cos3. This is derived from a simplified analysis of the yawed
performance.
Figure 20 shows a rotor axis being held at an angle of yaw a to the steady wind direction.
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Figure 20. Wind flow through yawed turbine

Assuming that the rate of change of momentum in the axial direction is equal to the mass flow rate
through the rotor disc times the change in velocity normal to the plane of the rotor
(21)
Therefore the power developed is
(22)
To find the maximum value of CP the derivated value of CP with respect to

has to be equalled to

zero
(23)
Whereby
(24)
Following this relation the de-rated power output of the yawed turbine can be estimated

(25)

Whence
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(26)

Thus, the yaw angle for a 10% de-rating is calculated from

, being

for each

turbine. To reproduce results from figures above (Figure 17, Figure 18 and Figure 19) of 15% derating in the first turbine, a yaw angle of 18.7º has been set to this.
This analysis might be satisfactory for determining the average axial induced velocity used for the
estimation of power. The calculation of blade forces instead, must require a theory capable of
determining the induced velocity at each blade element position accurately.
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Figure 21. Yawed wind farm wind speed (m/s) in different instants during an actuation
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In Figure 21 can be seen the images of the wakes of the wind farm with a de-rating by yaw during the
frequency control actuation. In the first image a yawed, de-rated, operation is showed. Here, the
wakes are deflected covering partially the turbines behind, around half radius of the left rotor side is
not covered by the wake. This results in a lower wake deficit in the left rotor side of those turbines
that is noted because the blue in that part behind the turbine is brighter, indicating a higher wind
speed. The second image shows the operation at 0º yaw for the frequency response. The most
remarkable fact is that the wakes are not deflected so the wake deficits behind the turbines are more
uniformly distributed around the whole rotor. In the third and fourth images the yaw maneuver has
ended and the wakes are deviating back to the initial position. Comparing both images can be
noticed how the wakes curve slightly and the wake deficit behind the turbines changes. In the third,
the wakes still cover all the area of the rotors, keeping an even wake deficit behind the turbines.
While in the fourth, the wakes cover partially the next rotor and it can be seen that the wind speed is
higher in the rotor left side. Finally, the image in the right is almost equal to the first one.

Figure 22. Power (kW) production of the wind farm along time (s) with different de-rating by yaw strategies
for below-rated wind speed (10 m/s) with 3x1 layout and 7D inter turbine distance

As done previously, in Figure 22 two de-rating combinations tested in the wind farm are showed.
With only the first turbine de-rated first and with all turbines with the same de-rating second. It can
be reached to the same conclusion as with the power de-rating here. The difference of this strategy
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is that for the case of a single yawed turbine the comeback, the decreased wind speed wake due to
the power increase, is much lower, and for the case of three de-rated turbines isn’t almost noticed.
This is due to the wake deviation. With the three turbines yawed the displacement of the wake is not
enough to suppose a difference in the production of the turbines behind. When just the first turbine
is yawed instead, due to the higher yaw value an increased deviation of yaw is achieved. This,
although it is not as remarkable as in the power de-rating case, results on a considerable reduction of
the wake that covers turbines behind. When the response event happens and yaw is set to zero the
wake area that hits the back turbines is incremented resulting on the aforementioned power droop.
Even so this droop is less than with the power down-regulation. On the other hand, the normal
power production with all turbines de-rated is considerably less than in the previous case.

Figure 23. Wake redirection in a yawed turbine

This could be due to redirected wakes combined with the turbine yaw angle seen in Figure 23. The
wind input to the first turbine (U1) comes from the front. The yaw angle of the turbine is in charge of
de-loading it by reducing the axial induction of the turbine, which also redirects the wake behind.
This wake redirected by induction reaches the turbine behind covering it partially. All this wake
covered rotor area receives the deviated wake, so the wind input of the second turbine has the wake
skew angle. This wake skew is added to the yaw angle for de-rating, supposing an additional
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deviation between wind and turbine that reduces even more the axial induction factor. This added
reduction depends on the rotor area covered by the redirected wake. The higher the yaw angle of
the first turbine the higher the wake deviation, so less rotor area is covered by the wake. This is why
for the case of only the first turbine yawed the measured power is much closer to the power derating case than in the all turbines yawed case.

Figure 24. Power (kW) production of the wind farm along time (s) with different de-rating by yaw strategies
for above-rated wind speed (14 m/s) with 3x1 layout and 7D inter turbine distance

The most remarkable fact for above rated wind speeds, as seen in Figure 24, is that there is no downregulation. A slight increase/decrease in power can be noticed when the yaw manoeuvre occurs, but
this is rapidly controlled with the pitch angle. Figure 25 below shows the reason of why de-rating by
yaw cannot be applied for above rated speeds. With the turbines yawed the pitch angle is reduced
for a higher power absorption keeping power on its nominal and when the yaw goes to zero pitch is
increased to control rotor speed. It also can be seen in pitch how it is reduced to compensate the
comeback effect of the response action.
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Figure 25. Pitch angle (º) of the wind farm along time (s) with different de-rating by yaw strategies for aboverated wind speed (14 m/s) with 3x1 layout and 7D inter turbine distance

6.3.3 Combined power + yaw down-regulation
In previous sections different de-rating methods have been analyzed, each one with its pros and
cons. Power de-rating has a more accurate de-rating with a rapid power increase, but this peak
provokes a significant drop in power production. Yaw de-rating almost removes the power drop after
the power regulation actuation, but power production of back turbines is highly dependent of
redirected wakes, de-rating is inaccurate in turbines partially covered by wakes, the response
actuation is slower, and it is not viable for above rated wind speeds.
The method for delta control with yaw misalignment presented in deliverable 2.1 combines the
benefits of yaw-based and induction-based farm control. It concluded that applying a yaw offset to a
down-regulated machine results in a further reduction in power, so that power should be reduced
including the effect of the yaw offset. In this section the de-rating by yaw and the power de-rating
have been combined to observe the results of the simulations of a 10% de-rated wind farm, with a
5% de-rating and a yaw angle of 10.5º, for an additional 5% de-rating.
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The purpose of this test is to see if it is possible to reduce the adverse effects after the power
increment of the power de-rating by mixing it with yaw de-rating while the benefits of power derating (power production, fast response…) are preserved.
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Figure 26. Combined yaw + de-rating wind farm wind speed (m/s) in different instants during an actuation
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Figure 26 above shows the resultant wake of the combination of yaw-power de-rating. The first
image from the left shows deflected wakes similar to the ones in Figure 21 with lower wind deficit
behind turbines due to the added power de-rating. The augment in wakes deficit in the second image
indicates that the power has been increased removing the de-ratings and moving the turbines to yaw
0º. Even so the wakes arriving to the turbines behind is still deflected. In the image in the centre, the
third, the wakes cover the rotors completely and it can be seen the low speed zone, created by the
power peak, between the turbines. In the fourth image this low speed zone has already passed by
and the wakes are slightly curved albeit they still cover the rotors completely. For the last image
wakes have been deflected again and they have become equal to the first image.

Figure 27. Power (kW) production of the wind farm along time (s) with combined de-rating + yaw strategy for
below-rated wind speed (10 m/s) with 3x1 layout and 7D inter turbine distance

A combination of yaw and de-rating at below rated wind speed is showed in Figure 27. For a total
power down-regulation of 10% a de-rating of 5 % combined with a yaw of 10.5º has been applied.
Two main conclusions are obtained. First, the power increases rapidly the first 5%, power de-rating is
removed, and the rest is done slowly with the yaw. Being the same when de-load is reactivated,
power decreases rapidly first and the slowly with the yaw. This fastens a bit the frequency response
as expected. Second, the power drop after the event has not disappeared. It is slightly smaller but it
is still there. A comparison among strategies is necessary for a better view of this method. This
comparison is showed ahead.
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Figure 28. Power (kW) production of the wind farm along time (s) with combined de-rating + yaw strategy for
above-rated wind speed (14 m/s) with 3x1 layout and 7D inter turbine distance

Figure 28 shows the combined de-rating results simulated at above rated wind speed (14 m/s). As
expected the yaw angle does not affect to the power, so turbines are only a 5% de-rated. Like with
the previous strategies in this case at above rated wind speed all turbines are able to operate in
nominal and de-rated powers and there is no comeback effect from the event.

Figure 29. Pitch angles (º) of the wind farm along time (s) with combined de-rating + yaw strategy for aboverated wind speed (14 m/s) with 3x1 layout and 7D inter turbine distance
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Pitch angle in Figure 29 show how pitch changes when the yaw maneuver happens. In this case pitch
value is almost the same when non-de-rated. This is due to the yaw when de-rated is activated. Pitch
value decreases to absorb that extra 5% power from yaw de-rating, when down regulation is
deactivated the pitch decreases to absorb a 5% more energy from wind, but yaw also is set to zero
removing the other 5% of de-rating that is not noticed because of the pitch angle. This means that
the yaw de-rating compensates the power de-rating in this case so that the pitch can be kept
constant. Pitch also is reduced when the wake speed fall happens after the event.

Figure 30. Comparison of power (kW) production along time (s) of strategies: de-rating, yaw and combination

A comparison among the three strategies, power de-rating, de-rating by yaw and combined poweryaw de-rating is presented in Figure 30. For the analysis a 10% de-rating have been applied to all the
cases, being a 15.1º yaw for the second case and a de-rating of 5 % combined with a yaw of 10.5º for
the third case. The purpose of this test is to study the feasibility of using a combined de-rating
strategy to reduce the comeback effects of the power de-rating while the normal production with
the yawed de-rating is increased. The results showed that for the combined case the power
production and the peak power decreased while the power drop provoked by the response actuation
is not reduced at all. If yaw and power de-rating are compared, in the first turbine power can be seen
the error of the estimation of the de-rating by yaw. Then this difference is increased for the next
turbines, but it is considered that this is due to the deviation overlap explained in Figure 20.
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CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of the deliverable was to report how the proposed wind farm control algorithms affect
the functioning of existing wind farms in terms of energy capture, hardware and communication
infrastructure. It also advances an input to identify the applicability of the developed on existing
wind farms, with the objective of guiding future deliverables on the selection of the most relevant
wind farm control scenarios.
The definition of key performance indicators for evaluation and quantification of the performance of
the system presented in chapter 3 sets a precedent for conditions to be met by controllers all along
the deliverable. Chapter 4 focuses on the necessary hardware and communication infrastructure for
the application of wind farm control methods developed in WP2. These methods and their hardware
and communication necessities are exposed. Previously defined KPIs are summarized, analyzing
which are affected by each control method contrasted to the baseline controller. In chapter 5 the
impact of the control methods on wind farms is analyzed. With a simplified analysis an optimal derating strategy for a maximized power production is sought. It results in a lower power production
than other methods while a decrease in thrust forces is obtained, reducing fatigue loads
consequently. Finally, chapter 6 studies the impact of de-rating in power system response. Here
different de-rating possibilities are presented and the advantages and disadvantages of each are
discussed. The capability of using de-rating to support the power grid as well as to enhance system
reliability is also commented.
The identified techniques for their applicability to existing wind farms are focused in the strategies
from WP2 and deliverable 3.3 presented in chapter 4. For these strategies KPIs are provided and
hardware and communication infrastructure defined which gives an approach to their application.
Strategies dealt in chapters 5 and 6 are more like a proof of concept that may need further study and
developing.
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